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Campus marrow drive needs minority donors
By Paul Eiger
Sparta. flails Staff Wnter
The Black Student Union, along with
Davis
Marrow
Donor
the Judie
Recruitment Program, is celebrating Black
History Month by trying to save the lives of
African tomorrow’s
today’s
and
Americans. A bone marrow drive is being
held today and Wednesday in the Student
Union from 9 a.m. to 3 p.tn.
This drive is being aimed at minorities,
especially African-Americans.
According to Oscar Battle, health education coordinator, it is more difficult to
find a match for minorities because there
are not as many donors.
"It’s difficult to find a match because
there’s not that many people in the system," Battle said.
As of Feb. 1, 1996, there were 1,982,499
people on the donor list; only 139,661
were African -American.
"Right now, there’s not enough
(African-Americans) on the registry," said
Arnetta Bank, Bay Area recruitment coordinator for the Judie Davis program. "We
only find one match for every 20,000 people in the registry. We’re going to need a
lot more African-Americans cal the list."
The Jud Davis Recruitment Pi
was started in 1989 when loch, Dak is.
leukemia came out of tin issitti 1 let
tors couldn’t find a (biota man tilt (narrow because there were fewer than 200

Transplant operation
is last chance for many
By Paul Eiser
spar as Daily Staff Writer
Doctors completed the lira successful bone marrow trailsplant in 1968. This dltattial a new course for the treatment of
leukemia, aplastic anemia and more than 60 other fatal diseases.
Arnetta Bank, Bay Area recruitment coordinator for the
Judie Davis Ntarrow I folio] Recruitment Program, said a marrow transplant is prescribed as a last effort, after radiation,
chemotheiapy and other efhirts have failed.
’There’s nothing else that can save (patients’) lives," Bank
said.
Long term survival without a marrow transplant is zero to
15 percent. With a transplant, the rate can be as high as 80
percent.
Oscar Battle, SJSU health education coordinator, said, "If
you don’t have a match on the (donor) list, there’s nothing
African-Americans in Cie registry. She
died in 1990 without finding a match. Her
friends and family started the program to
iiircase the number of Afrid an-Amerid an
(lonors in the I I’gtsuuy.
"The nuire die list in. reasd.s, the more
raiding a match
an individual’, tin F,’
increases, it Niall’it .111g110Sed with

that can be done. A small list means you have a small
chance."
There are several steps in donating bone marrow. First, die
donor gives a small quantity of blood for testing, about 20
cubic centiineters. Then the blood is tested for compatibility
data. The donor’s name is put on the national marrow donor
list and waits until a need arrives that matches the donor’s
type.
Once matched, there is another evaluation, and if the
match is confirmed the donor has to agree to the transplant.
Finally, the doctors perform the transplant.
Doctors say the procedure isn’t pailllill. Donors are given a
local anesthetic and pain killers alter waid.
Bank said people think it is a lit Iii tilt procedure.
"It really isn’t. We want to educ:tte people ... get people to
feel comfortable’," she said.
Bank said people should rest assured that marrow replenishes itself almost inunediately.
There are a few standards for donors. Donors must be in
good health, CAD not he obese which is about 50 pounds
overweight and must be between the ages of 18 and 60.

leukemia." Battle said.
Battle said that of all the transplants in
the last 15 years, only 149 were to people
of color. About one-third wet,’ it, \ It it anAmericans.
There are several reason for the lack of
ilitni it’s.
"liaditionally, people of color were not

targeted for being potential donors,"
Battle said.
.1’wo moo rd.asoilti are education and
a!vai caws,
-I lie .11111 an-.1merican community
doesn’t target itself for the Anse I hat’s
eh111114,cl since tlii litilie [lasts Nlarrow
Don’t: Red 111111111111 PrtiglAIII st,tt iiiOwn

gioup to target Ati 0 an-Amend ans." Battle
said.
Battle said there has also been a lot of
misinformation and distrust of the system
It y minontaes because of mistreaunents of
African-Ainerid ails tit health settings in the
past. One example of this is the Tuskegee
Study in whit 11 Alt-wan-Americans were
infected with or not treated for syphilis to
see what effects it would have on thein.
\fallow is found in the cavities tit the
bolo,. It resembles blood and pi ’,duces
the components of blood mid Elie
1111111111W system, including red blood (-ells.
platelets and white blood cells.
"ltiti simply will die (without iii, You
won’t be able to fight off infection.- Bank
satit
tissue types are inherited and sonic tissue types are unique to certain rat tal or
ethnic groups. A patient’s best 1114111r’ ot
finding a niatched donor is within his ot
her own family or someone from the
patient’s ethnic or rad tat group.
"Marrow is genetically, ethnically and
racially driven," Battle said. "It’s not something you can get from your next-door
neighbor," Battle said.
"If you don’t find a match. you’re going
to die," Battle said. "That’s the bottom

64
If! have HIV and die, it is an
embarrassment to my parents and my
family. I owe them more than that.
Oscar Battle
health education coordinator
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Perspective
Battle examines AIDS
from African-American
point of view
By Dustin Shekel!
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

If a man met a beatitifill %victual’ in a bal.:m(10,a’
night she asked Initi to borrow his aatid new
car, would he Ict her? Logicalld, ttt It a 111.111 11111 ,1
she 0.i it
beautiful woman in a bar, and dial it itlg
him for an evening of wild sex. dy, add In agree: 11 he
%dr, W1111111 Ili be so cage’
is not willing to risk his (
to risk his life.:
Oscar Battle, itirdinator of health education at
SJSU’s student healili set x.ti es te.cal this .inalogy during his preseniaiwn on Iticlay In the (
room
of the Student [1111 /11 .11..11 AIDS ,11111 1111 .\11-1 ..in,
demi
American community. I le said he wished
strate thi kind .rl approa, It that should l be taken it
wind
sp.(
lid e
a pet
shift the toi its itt IDS edit, :mon ti
the African -American community will more readily
identify with.
"Overall, my concern is how pec pie receive and
process information about AIDS, Battle said. ’This is
inure important to me than talking idiom the risks of
the disease."
Battle said the t 1111.111i I/111)111 111’.11111 sN,11’111 lc\ 4.1\ VS
around a Lurid( ’ t iii, 1111/(11.1lii111,,,11.1
ad .c omit the pets’’, me (.1 attic ail :solicit( ails.
I le said the Alt, an mei it 11I 11/11111111111R
I& die "referem e p..mt..." it has ut qiuted ill, tI11TIII II’S

11111111111 r.

ICS iii II IlsI
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Escapee apprehended
Spartan Daily MAI-Report

San Jose Police apprehended an escaped juvenile offender at 4:20 p.m. Friday in the
10th Street parking garage
after police bloduided and
searched the area.
The juvenile was spotted at
4:05 p.m. at Eighth and Santa
Clara streets Its’ San Jose
Police, and from there ran
into the parking garage, said
officer R. Belled.
The juvenile escaped from
the California \built Authority,
where he had been serving

it ’l iii
Illtle kn’
Belleci said the pivenilt was
not armed and was hiding
betwiaat two rars parked in
tile gai.ige.
Ii,’ was found, the
%Iota’ so: tendered, Belled

Police also arrested a
woman on t I iarges of obstruction if 111,10 e liellei I said that
the is,1111.111 1111,1 it 1111,1V:111
1,4,11t

,Is hi 1111 ldlell’,11/1.1111S ctf

ond was injured in the
incident, !silted. said.
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By Russell Hall
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Spartan Dail, Staff Writer
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( ;et sot bust attire ready, pet feet Oleic -aline and come ready to
impresy 1,,b Fair ’96 is coming to
the Fs ’itt Center on Thursday,
Feb. 28, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Hie Job Fair ,111 attract more
than 100 breatie,,, from the Bay
II iii’’ iii Ii be a

We have a greater variety of companies this year
than last. We work with a lot of different departments
(on campus) to make sure we have something for
everyone.
!Ape Amiga
job Fair coordinator
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Snow on campus
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Job Fair ’96 to occupy Event Center
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Oscar Battle, coordinator of health education at SJSU’s student health services, speaks to a group about AIDS, Friday, in the Student Union.
r he I t
11,11,11 I. ’t the111.11 ’
Ilattle asked.
"You gettmg Ill’s’, who does it hat
and others.
media or the medical esti! disliment. These reference
people
points. Battle said, have ia.,,Ived from injustices such "Does it lost harm you, or does it hai
at I latt is
liainuan (df the SJSL
.1111( .111 mencan
as the I ’tilted States guts ’u timent’s classification of beside s.
dlepartilierit. "It is very
"It 1 I la ( I I IV and she. it is an embati-assment to Ills’ Imp a tali( bit its to realize the irnplic atiotis ,ti what
Mricait \ niericans as three fifths of a human being in
the Ctiiisiuitiuu,itt in the late I 700s.
parents anti (lid family," he said. "I owe them more
\ II t’s
1, .iiig I( ail
iiiitititittv, as well as Inas. dd.d.
t
some of its twist
Battle said more applopriate technique for relat- than that.
spee.
(11
Iii bet timing
ing Ill’s and AIDS to Aft ii att-Americans would be to
In his
Ii Ilattle called for all .1110 an 1,11111111111t
a( ,1 1
aii(1 what [heti pin
crest’ sense cif sell-woitli in them by establishing Amend ,ti s it. dclitic
1,1111
i
111.,
iii
iii
ii
/we themselves :us well as what is due others
what
I
r.11,1, (01
d‘k"111411,
Pose m life is.
it
truth, and t, It it,, in tin cad, %s ad
1%10. at e abort them.
’sit PIN is

A cold weather system
brought a dusting of snow
to some unexpected areas
of the San Francisco Bay
Area and dropped temperatures to record lows.
Page 4
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Once bitten ...
Mark Wilhite is taking a
bite out of crime training
police dogs. Wilhite, a
Sacramento State student,
earns $7 an hour for a job
that involves being bitten
by the city’s 12 police dogs.
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See Jobs, page 4

Cheering pays

Satellite snaps away

Hey! You! Here’s a tip!
Cheer-lead for a schol-arship! Rustle those porn
poms, kids. Free tuition
awaits at colleges big and
small.

A 12-mile tether holding a
half-ton satellite broke off
unexpectedly Sunday
from the space shuttle
Columbia. Both the shuttle and seven astronauts
were safe.
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Let those who purport to represent you know that what they do is no longer acceptable

...

When the melting pot
boils over
Its I 1,1 Brown
is still fraught with racism
SJSU
and
hypocrisy.
I try to turn the other cheek, but
it slaps me in the face every day.
Maybe you know what I am talking
about.
You walk into a room and everyone unnecessarily stops what they are doing and stares at
you.
They II m’t have to say a single word and you
alrea.b sense you are unwelcome.
b someone comments about a hot cultural
top,
event, and you feel the tension and
instantaneously identify their sarcasm as
intolerance.
still hear stories about instructors
who make offensive remarks in class.
These are all types of people: Black,
White, Hispanic or Asian students, faculty and staff.
relaInterracial
tions are still poor at
best because of prejudices, stereotypes and
intolerance. Why?
Remember those
racist fliers last semester?
Was anyone caught or prosecuted for a hate crime?
What happened?
Under the guise of newsworthiness, certain "culturally
sensitive" stories are either not
overed, buried on back pages or
only newsworthy when there is a cultural event.

Cultural issues and events should be covered all
year long, not just during one particular month.
Furthermore, as long as AIDS continues to kill a
large segment of the population, it is still more newsworthy than wire stories about marijuana.
Something is very wrong.
The SJSU community is a microcosm of the national community.
Messages of hate, prejudice, hypocrisy and intolerance are being played out on the national stage and
apparently no one cares.
Thanks to Patrick Buchanan, California will play a
very important role in the March primaiy.
If ignorance is bliss, California’s apathetic voters
nmst be orgasmic.
California’s turnout trend is low, generally conservative, and getting lower.
It appears California will wholeheartedly endorse
Buchanan in the March primary and pass the misnamed California Civil Rights Initiative (CCRI) in the
November election.
If that doesn’t bother you, consider the following.
Anyone who can successfully start a civil war within
the Republican party because his or her beliefs were
too far to the right, and had the support to exert his
or her narrow-minded ideology must pique the interest of even the least interested voter.
Buchanan’s opposition reads like a Who’s Who
within the Republican party: Gov. Pete Wilson, Rush
Limbaugh, Cohn Powell, Jack Kemp, Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani,Jeb Bush, Mona Charen and George Will.
His new consort, Russian ultranationalist Vladimir
Zhirinovsky, called him "a comrade and brother-inarms in the struggle for national liberation."
If Adolph Hider were alive today, he, too, would
likely congratulate Buchanan.
Racist fliers were distributed around Louisiana that
said, "He divorced a white wife to marry an Asiatic!"

are ring
Buchanan
leaders preying on the
fears of the people.
Wilson has been scape
goating illegal aliens
since it got him re-elected in ’94. Wilson will
say whatever is popular
to get him votes. And
in reality he is just a
plain old hypocrite.
The immigrants that
Wilson said were the
reason for California’s
economy
declining
were brought in by
Wilson in the ’80s to
oranges
for
pick
California farmers.
And Buchanan is
spouting phrase’s
that we need to cut um selves off from the rest
of the world. He will
not be happy until he
encloses the United
Slates into one large bubble so he can keep the
public ignorant and unaware of die outsidt
world.
Wilson and Buchanan are no better than
those that prospered off the Red Scare in the
’50s. They scare the public into believing what
they want them to believe.
A I it dolt Ian’s job is ti represent the people.
liev’te supposed to supply leadership for a
tail ti and brighter future. Pat Brown did all of
this. I le did what was right, no matter !nay
tin pi pular it was, he did it. He wasn’t working
for people. In Pat
for himself he worked
Brown’s day, people be ante politicians to help
the public.
Today politicians lose sight of what they
should be doing. Being a politician is too glamourous. They say what is popular and will WWI’
do what is right if it means losing vows.
Pat Brown was is politician that other politicians should look to as a model for what they
slit mid aspire to bet( ane. Pat Br( iwn tried to
change things for the better.

A politician’s job is to
California lost a great
man last week.
represent the people.
A man that created 11 colleges and campus universiThey’re supposed to
ties. A man that built 1,000
miles of freeways and
increased the population ol supply leadership for a
California by 32 percent.
Former Goy. Pat Brown led
better and brighterCalifornia during Its golden
age.
What he accomplish,’ I future. Pat Brown did all
during his two terms as
ernor form 1959 to 19tie
this. He did what was
amazing enough. But even
more amazing was his personality and warmth.
right, no matter how
Brown, having never gone
to college himself, put himunp_opular it was...
self through night school.
is

Brown had to overcome
being the son of a father
who ran a poker parlor, to
he timing the governor of California.
Jerry Brown said his father’s proudest political achievement wasn’t the universities, or the
roads, or even the Calif( wnia Water Project, it
was extending welfare benefits to poor Latino
and Asian residents, who had not become citizens.
Pat Bs as’n cared about people. I le didn’t
care about technicalities or doing what was
popular. And he didn’t let the fact that people
were illegal aliens overshadow the fact that they
were sufferitig.
Brown built Califiirnia tip to the stri ingest
state in the union. And his type of warm-( aring
politics is in sharp i on wast to today’s current
trends.
Currently, we are in the clutches of Pete
Wilson: no one could be more opposite Pat
Brown than Pete Wilson. Wilson is slowly but
surely trying to end all that Brown accomplished.
We have g( me from an unselfish country.
ready to give out help to all who needed it to
our current attitude of holding on to everything we’ve got with all our power, because if
we don’t it will be taken front its.
Cm-rent scam artists
and Pal
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Editorial

Change of venue in bombing case unwarranted
II April 1995. the la, pie id
Oklahoma City and its surrounding areas experienced devastating
injury at the hands of terrorists.
Finotionally and physically scarred by
die bombing that turned the Alfred
IVIurrah Federal Building into dust,
some survivors have waited for closure of that painful time in their lives
in the fonts of the trial of the men
accused of causing their pain.
last week, a federal jiidge took that
opportunity away front the survivors
of the Oklahoma City bombing.
( :it ing con t i llll ed publicity, the judge
itioved t lie trial of accused bombers
’timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols
.tit of Oklahoma City and out of the
state altogether. The judge said he
leb that nowhere in the state of
/Haltom:I ttaild the accused get a
tale trial.
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This is the house
that Pat built
By Jeffrey Niese

referring to Texas Sen. Phil Gramm’s KoreanAmerican wife, Wendy.
Buchanan acknowledged the fliers were stamped.
"Buchanan for President. "
Stateside, CCRI will give a legal nod to sexual discrimination and undo the advances gained by affitmative action. Is that acceptable to you?
College students are of voting age.
To all who consciously choose not to vote, if you
are mad as hell and not going to take it anymore,
VOTE! Yes, your one voice makes a difference.
Consciousness does not have to be that annoying
time between naps. It can also be that time when you
speak without tittering a single word.
Voting is a form of activism and protest. For pacifists who don’t want to march, sit-in or boycott, voting
is passive resistance. It is easy, nonviolent, noncot,
frontational and private.
Talk to international students, faculty and staff and
ask them how they feel about the right to vote; they
will likely jump at the opportunity to voice their opinion.
National and local leaders are supposed to represent our interests.
Let those who purport to represent you know that
what they do is no longer acceptable, or, conversely.
are representing you well: send a message.
I empathize that propositions and initiatives look
overwhelming, but if you study those voter pamphlets
like you study for quizzes and midterms, common
sense will prevail and a decision will come. Surely you
can spare an hour per year.
Decide how to spend your hard-earned tax dollars.
The choice is simple: vote and make a difference.
or sit down, hold on and shut up.

The people affected
by the Oklahoma
City bombing have
the right to attend
the trial...
Hie trial was moved to Denver,
which is, coincidentally, in the federal
judge’s home state of Colorado.
It is understandable for a federal
judge to want to be aware of the possibility of a tainted jpity after all,
McVeigh and Nichols have the right
to a fair trial and are innocent until
out
proven otherwise but to rule
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seems llllll ecessary and unfair. And
why Denver? Why not Salt Lake City
or Richmond or any other city in the
United States?
After all, the entire country felt for
Use people of Oklahoma. We all felt
vulnerable to terrorist attack. And we
all got teary eyed watching mothers
of children killed in the bombing
clutch teddy bears at ilw memorial
services held afterward.
The people affected by the
Oklahoma City bombing have the
right to attend the trial of the men
accused of causing their pain. Sure,
have been offered the
the vie
chance to travel to Denver and attend
the trial, but the inconvenience
placed on the victims should in itself
be considered a crime.

Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be.
*put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bente’ Hall. room 209
faxeil to (408)924-3217 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor.
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
lose State University. One Washington Square. San lose.
CA, 95192-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address. phone number, signature and major.
Editorials are written by. and are the consensus
of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published Itinions and advertisements do not neceswily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the School of
II it / malism and Mass Communications or SlS11.
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Today
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Meeting. 12main-lp.m.
Administration Bldg., rm. 269
Call 776.0365.
Career Center
Ford Credit Co. employer
presentation. 12:3t1p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
mi. Call 924-6033.
Career Center
Sun Microsystems employer
presentation. 12:30p.m.
Student Union, /Unladen rm.
Call 924-6033.
Career Center
On-Catriptis Interview
orientation. 2:30p.m.
Student Union, Costanoon
rm. Call 024-6033.

eII

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 12noon. John XXII
Center, 105 F,. San Fernando
St. Call 938-1010.

V.

11

Department of Nutrition
& Food Science
Bioelectrical 11711kdance
Analysis testing, measuring
percentage of body fat. (35 for
student faculty, staff) 3p.m.5p.m. Central Classroom
131dg.. rm. 103. GA1924-3110.
Jewish Student Union
General meeting. 5:30pan.
Student Union, Guadalupe
nn. Call 924-8635.
Pi Alpha Phi
General meeting. 7p.m.
Student Union, Almaden rm.
Call 295-0637,
Re-Entry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Support group for Re-Entry
students.12:30p.m.-1:30p.m.
Atbninistrattoil Bldg., nu. 201.
Call 924,1950.
School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
Sam Richard.sou’s class.
Greg Wilbur. sculpture.
Fernando Ismerio, multimedat, Lisa Gould, installation,
KanesIdtai Salehi.
lia.ma4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 9244330.
Student Health Services
AfricareAmeeiran volunteer
bone marrow dove. 9a.m..
Span. Student Union,
Uuninlutin on. Call 92443117.

PEOPLE

KSJS (90.5)
Staff !waling for the
1:11111/11N U.1111,r s1.111011.
::/:301/.111. 1 high
1111. 118. 1 all 924-4747.

ow GUIDE
SiStis Daily Calendar

Breaking up, Reiser, and all Thai jazz

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Ongoing Book Sale (donatic ins welonne).10 a.m.-2p.m.
WLN, Rm. 408 and Clark
labrary, lobby. Call 9242705.

Tai Chi Wushu Club
Workout. 8p.m.-10p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 024-8074.

School of Art and Design
Student g-allery exItibila:
Sam Ricluudson’s class.
Greg Wilbur, sculpture.
Fernando Ismetio, multunet;ould, installation.
Katieshka
1 la.m.4p.m. (reception tip.mftp.m.) Art Bldg.
Call 924-4330.

Tuesday
African Awareness Month
Planning Committee
Seminar on Africa, "Reflections of time Homeland,"
12mxm-3:30p.m. Student
Union, Unitinhum on.
Call 446-1020.

School of Art and Design
Tuesday Night Lecture Series,
with W. irks/Sartiose, "The
Past and Present of the
Gallery." 5p.m43p.m. Art
Bldg.. Rm. 133.
Call 924-4328.

Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning "El: Swing" lesson
and open dancing. 7:30p.m.9:30p.m. Event Center,
Aerobics nu. Call 924-SPIN.

Sigma Phi Rho
Inforniatuand meeting. 7p.iii.
Student Uttion, Moritalvo rm.
Call 924-7946.

Butwer-Lytton
English Club
Meet mug, with entertainment
and refreshinelliS. 31).11i-41).11i.
Faculty Olin es, nit. 213.
Call 436-7471.

Steinheck Research Center
nit m, of Stritibeck’s
lin ml day. with a talk by Dr.
Saii, h I s at, "A Reel MilkShake: I hit. II tunic
1111 ,r11g1 111111, ’if Sitinbet k’s
’11ari wry Ro..s.’" 41).111.
Washington S.Qtate I bill, on.
100. Call 924-4:488.

Career Center
Wells Fargo [kink eitiphwer
presentation. 12:30p.m.
Student U1111111, Almaden rm.
Call 924(1033.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 1.2ntion. loin] XXII
Center, 195 E. San Fernando
St. Call 938-1610.

Student California
Teachers Association (SCTA)
Program planning meeting.
qa.m.- I 0a.m. Sweenev I kill,
rm. 448. Call 024-37314,

Carculo Hispanico
Meeting, al id nitoring and
eonversati, a is ill ’aim oh.
2p.m,-Sp.in. S11.1(1(111 I..:nion,
Pacheco nit. Call 732-8024.

Thu Delta Phi
hifirmiatiou cal leveling f..ir the
Tower le atom frateatity. 7r111.
lii1S11.11.’SS Classrooms, on. 14.
Calf 34.34-21/55.

Department of Nutrition
& Food Science
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing, meaviring
percentage of body fat. (V. for
students, faculty, stall)
.1.2m.a.ne2p.m. Ce1111-41
Classroom
103. Call 924-3110.

Womerem Resource Center
Weekly open meeting
Ila.m.-12:30p.m. Woolen’s
12,f-stein e Center,
Administration Bkig.,
Rm. 217. Call 924-fA(X),

Tribe’s Justice, Berry to split for good
\ I I .NNTA (AP) - It’s over for acto s
Line
11..1 iv mid Atlanta Braves outfielder David J lists t.
After being formally separated for several
months, they’re going ahead with a divorce. They
were married on Jan. I. 1993.
"We figured it was finally time to go ahead and
let it out of the bag," Justicc said Thursday.
"I Ine a very public life, but this is a painful and
I rivate situation that I am not prepared to disuss," Berry said through 1. spokeswoman.

Yankee won’t be driving anyone home
NEIN’ YORK (AI’) - hit IIII1 1’.111k1.1’ 111‘.1 has,
man Joe Pepitone is taking .1 walO,. altei pleading
guilty to driving while 11111.41111,1 and heing ,’tilt -o!
to give up his drivia ’s lii ense.
repinine, now in public 11.1.111,
11 /I’ the
Yankees, also was fined S35n dining .1 (mut
appearance Thursday and was , , ha ed to attend
:in eight -week rehabilitation pi oioiii,. I lo lii
is lilted fur 9) days.
Peption.,
was anested ( a I. 21 .1111.1 he
banged his cci Imo both sides oh the Midtown tunnel and two "Mei vehicles. Polit r found him
bleeding and .11.ot-wilted, and wandering MI ought
the tunnel.
Ile maintains he was not drunk. 1)ctense :tutor 11,1’ Joseph Fainiglicati said les c hem had .,
&wine with disuses kis

P1,10

Reiser to write reflections on rearing
LOS AN( .1 1 S (Al’) - "Slat’ About You- star
Paul
Rcisci,
the
best-celling author .4
"Coupletins!.’’ has signed a repoi tett S5 million
publishing deal for a book with his , min/ observations on being a parent.
The Rob 11’,1,1,.1/11
Thursday, was 1, ,1111 55 tmitllus,cc 1(csordmg 1,, 1).111%.
Variety. Publish el spokeswoman 1.t. tpieline Deoil
wouldn’t disc iiss Imam 1.11 Tel us, "lVs situ III,
"sIc, sass I.
close the adsulit
Reiser’s first I cs,,k.
diplelitiod," was a NIl,
York ’limes hestsellei with 2.5 uiuull 11,11,5,pies in
pi-MI.11m the .111111’s Irli-Stchild,h..,/ia
born
last Septeinhei. . hanged views expressed in the
tome.
"It’s one is ls,,r IIICV
\ 1,.111% dolt,
hangt
everything," 1.1,1,1 ’,lid 111.5 ’0.11,111i-111. **SI,. %chat ever I said in ’t ittlipleho...1 I. tiget it. Disiegaid
g/1111/11.1t1V.
11110111, ii \
11,1s,’
,k there, lust throw it
out Sere insly
II .

Taylor hasn’t given up on men
NEW YORK (Al’) - Elizabeth I..
hard to make her eighth nu". ii. scsi

naed sIc
t’v111

dcc

Friends say the mate ICils,11 In ’rmarriage b.
Larry Fortensky didn’t ixork was that he is gine.

bnprovised Musk Studies
Manachi workshop. (taw unit
credit, registration still open)
7p.m..9:30pan. Mute Bldg.,
rm. 18(3. Call 924-4675.

Sparta eaa. le is tn.,
available co sun’
dote.. Ltrtsll’ Sc sup

International Student
Services
"Green Card ( DV-97
Immigrant Visa) Lottery"
workshop, 3p.ito4imn.
Adminis.tranon
rm. 269. Call 924-5920.

Jersey tap
voted best

attitut ii,%An ut.0
tier. Puma available al 1)1t11.-4tit
FAllties

II.111ili

l’)

( .11,

Again is 11111111’sitills’

Bottoms story to be told in TV movie
gni Ian Alt Va. ,AP
Redin as e will oar le
a Icslaan Mi., loses .

I s, P,, s sits, III and
AI1C newly afinut
hem’ son it. hes 11W11

111.1W,/rk S.1111
1111’
sit 1111- W111
/1.1V1 N1S 1311 tinelli poi tidying Shai
1:orlon’s,
who is trying to I i
11,4,1(4’ (A het 4-year-old
1.\,1,1, R,I...inil
dgawfiermother. Kay
A1111.’11..01
i
to start us, in sun:
date V1’.1..
.

is set in ’Virginia, filming as
it-xis. No broadcast

Jazz giants to honor one of their own
. .1
’
I hailand (AP) - Some of
\11..
1.11./ 11111,111.111, Will VT(141111" home
fellow 111111.1( ian Ilhmtimmmilcs.1 Athilvadej, better
known as the king of 114111.11111.
Pla111111 111.11/11
k saxt iplit mist Wayne
Shorter and flielormis Ion), 11. nu ill pei lot in
along with On. inns., Imo si he 1 lielonnis Monk
Institute of Jai/ .rn \ Li: 5 Ii 22 and 23 al the
National 1111.:1111 in Bangkok the [ S Embassy
sant 1.1
Tlit t.s-% cal -old king. c elebratni4 Ins 501.11
amine! sat% as unman h. Is an avid pi/ fan and
oniposel. I Ii plays saxophone and clarinet, and
has c’sill’, I
of his lug band Jazz composill, .11,
st
stk..
.
tile
I
for the film -Round Nfainight"
won hen a I .11111111. N11 ,11k is 1111.’’cc ,r1 legend:11’V
1/1.1111,1 1111.1, /11111, N1,/111,...111(1111, sept11 11.1S re( telled three albums. Shortei was a meinhet of the
group Weathei Repo’,
had .1 111.IV .1 11111111.11(
oniax, heat 41.

Senator not ready to tie the knot
iA15 - .All dial ume sputa on Ile, a ter probe has thrown cold wit cI .11 S,11
.111,41,1’ 11’Ainato’s romance, the Dail
\
repo! ted Friday. lie and Claudia
!.
up, hut plan co remain good frit-mi.
Ii Amato proclaimed al a news cont., o..
1..
living kissed li% the prni..
in then limn,

Mailbox Rental

$5 a month min
01Q
PRINTING
297-6698
93 E. Santa Clara St
COPY
3 1/2
We Do. Shipping
7.ervices Binding

2 Blocks Prom Campus

BERKELEY SPRINt

el I 1.0
let ,,spare
m,suck titse,

and shy, and pi. 11 ffli
.sI I the trap11,
pings and staff of laylor’s fills% liii, l’et pie maga/Me reptirts.
"I know Elthabeth cut bat k
the help and people. , timing over,’ a friend, song-wnter Carol Bayer
Sagtr, tells People in its Mar, II 4 issue, "She even
sometimes pm on an apt -tin and went into the
kitt hen to i rink hint dinner."
ir said practice diesn’t make divorce easy.
"14,11 don’t get os.er men like the flu." she said.
’Every divorce is like a hide death "
not going to join a
ry," she said. "I
said 1’111 through won marriage, but rni not
through with 1111’11"

N

J

11111I

11,1111)II’S 11,4

lap water.
It’s the third time in ale event’s
six years that Atlantic City has won
top honors at the Festival
1
in Berkeley Springs.

No Min
With the Ad.

Jackie Chan knocks Travolta from top spot
LOS ANGELES
(Al’)
"Rumble in the Bronx," the martial arts film starring Hong Kong
star Jackie Chan, knocked "Broken
Arrow" from the top of the box
office by grossing $10 million in its
weekend debut.
"Broken Arrow," a military
thriller starring John Travolta, fell
to second place in its third week
with estimated ticket sales of $8.3
million, industry sources said
Sunday. Two other debuts made
the box office chart. "Before and
After," starring Mervl Streep and
Liam Neeson as patents whose son
is charged with min d. .I l.mcemi se% enth, followed by "Mao. Reilly," a
"Jekyll and Hyde" tale with Julia
Roberts.
Here are the top movies at U.S.
and Canadian theaters, based on
estimated ticket sales Friday
through Sunday. Final figures were
due out Monday.
1. "Rumble in the Bronx," $10

million.
2. "Broken Arrow," $8.3 million.
3. "Muppet Treasure Island
$6.6 million.

4.
lion.
7,

happy

1 mil-

Mr. flollancEs

* FOR OLD/USED COMPUTER MEMORY & CPU’S.

800-808-8356

FARN MONEY IN R EN EAR(

1-800-74-ASTI 1MA

rhree words comprise Watkins -Jot,
A diverse mix of idea- ,
And, with the develor
-esponsibility...from day
,nique outlooks and ideas

HAL Computer Systems, a Fujitsu Company, has
created a formidable family of 64 -bit RISC workstatioru;
the likes of which an one has ever seen before. And the spec numbers are AWESOME. Our new systems are
well designed and well built, and offer excellent
performance and a great price.

We are looking for
Diagnostic Software/
Firmware Engineers

Allertn, &Asthma
Assix-iates of Santa Clara
N’alley, Inc. Research Center
Moolpaik Ave, Snit, ti,San Jose
Call

.Vhoa! Life after
Prections does, ’
that Watkins-Jot
microwave election,s arena

* WE BUY/TRADE-IN/SEI I. MEMORY FOR
HIM/MAC/ St ’N.

Forget the norm. Virait "whin/Am Opportunities exist
for several professionals.

Participate now in an Asthma
Research Study. You can make $10$150 each visit. If y. iii UV 11/111,1111
die ages of 4-115,a non sinttlai alit!
all
mliagumc mil wall !Mita; Anti ii
ntiw lora free apim lintel it. Lip
’Moan ongoing maul e ol added
income %chile ml,111111)111itig Ina]. .1
It .1
t
die m1ii.mliti .
i at, lily with asthma.

DIVERSITY DOESN’T HAVE
TO STOP AMP COLLEGE.

55.3

$$ WE PAY TOP CA$H$$

ASTHMA SUFFERERS

We will be on Campus
Monday, March 4

Make your first move tc
what its like to be a part of a!
’Ur next on-campus interviews. 1A.
,

Disciplines: FE MF Rs- Mr. ’
On -Campus Interview Dates
’,tact your Placement C, *.
set up an appointment at our
_(s -Campus Interviews or call
.115) 813-2488 Watkins-Johnsc.
,ornpany, 3333 Hillvew Avenue.
,’ato Alto. CA 94304 or E-mail to
,affino@wj.com
’1 equal opportunity
.mployet

orn,a.

For more information, and
to schedule an on -campus interview,
please contact your Career Placement
Center and Sign mit
Check sir out, nii the World Wide Web at:
http://wwsv.hal.com, or http://www.careermosaic.com. An equal opportunity employer.

1. 1 m.o.,

3

HI
_

People Products aria Opportunities

4
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Jobs: Fair coordinators have set attendance goal of 5,000 students
From page 1
helpitil to %oat che utiles." she said. Itms
good waY of networking and getting your
name out there."
Resumes are not required at the fair but
are recommended. Representatives for
ompanies at all the tables are accepting
applications, and leaving a resume could
lead to a tall back and an interview.
"Resumes arc read by companies to
kat n something about you. If they like
sour resume, they will call you." said
Nlargaret Wilkes, a lob fair coordinator.
Members of participating companies
.oe also willing to field any quevtions stu-

dents might Itase. they can inform students on what
weir opport llll ities are
available it tutu lionization, how good
the chat,. es ale tin employment for someone entering the field right now, and the
possible gm ow tit potential in their company.
NVilkes said it as easy to find companies
willing to pain wale in the Job Fair.
"t:ompanies.t.m %cry excited about patucipaung. Fa Ii sear we do this: we get
anments from companies
bat k nice
about students." she said.
SJSU
has alumni participating in
company representat t % .,
the Job t

Students can look for them by spotting
the blue ribbons they will be wearing.
Wilkes said they can be lielpffil because
they have gone through the whole
process of finding a job in this community and may have hints for students who
are going through the same thing.
The job fair coordinators said they have
a goal of reaching 5.000 students in attendance this year.
"It is big," Wilkes said. "We have no
more tables. We had to put companies on
a ’.suiting

46
It is big. We have no more tables. We had to put companies
on a waiting list.

Bar! Cold snap brings snow to Silicon Valley
Snow flakes
spotted
on campus
SpArtan .

Report

A cold %%caller system
brought a dusting of snow to
some unexpected areas of the
San Franmisco Bay area and
dropped
temperatures
to
recmird lows in areas of
Northern California this weekend.
Snow showers were reported
across the region, including
San Jose State Umversitv, where

...0
riodim ills mixed with
ram. Sunda% 110u
learter slits ,.ts reported
in the Oakland hills, areas of
Napa Coim iuts i astro
Mission Pmak ii he Fremont
area, Mount ialnalpais. Mount
the
Santa
Diablo,
Ow
Mountains and the Ohlone
and Sunol wilderness areas
south of Pleasanton.
"We have one of the coldest
air masses is several yeat s .mver
us, and that’s why is
snow at low levels," said I-0 BS
\
meteorologist
radio
Pechner.
Such weather is not mill, ml

,,1 tor the Bay Area, Pet liner
and other meteorologists said.
"It’s stronger than usual, but
it’s not at all outrageous for this
time of year," said Dave
Dempsey, and associate professor of meteorology at San
Francisco State University.
Record low temperatures
were set Sunday morning in
Redding and Red Bluff, the
National Weather Service said.
In Redding the temperature
fell to 26 degrees, breaking the
record of 30 degrees set on the
same date in 19t)2. In Red Bluff
the low was 27 degrees, breaking the rein of 29 degrees set

iii 1 S87, the weathei service
said.
Elsewhere
in
Northern
California, a freeze warning was
issued Sunday for farmers in
the upper Sacramento Valley.
In the Sierra Nevada, up to a
foot of new snow fell in many
areas. Chains or snow tires
were required for motorists on
most mountain roads this
weekend.
The cold air was expected to
linger
over
Northern
California, and further record
lows could be reached today
and Tuesday, the weather service said.

Silicon Graphics to acquire Cray Research
15:-%
:.., ills
Inc., a leader in three-dimensional computer graphics, phut s to acquire control of
struggling supercomputer maker Cray
Research Inc.. The Nov Ni irk Times reported Monday%
Crai initiated the takeover talks because
its government customers were relit( tant
to keep buying because of Cray’s shaky
financial future. the paper said, ciung
anonymous sources. An announcement
%%-as expected today.
Government agencies worldwide purchased Cray computers with
pricetags

tion,

I

’tuition Ii
high -let It simulaus and weather, among other

ni Fagan. Minn., wants the
a.!,v Sill. on :raphics, of Mountain
it will mean fiscal sh31..htv 1.d
Graphics, it means an
li,ni,le and products in super. ,inputing.
hie person familiar with the talks said
smi....mo Graph., s will acquire a majority
...t,iest iii t us hut not buy the entire
ii aim}iativ.

That plan would protect the firm’s stock

m ot ding to Ilie tunes. Cray stock
closed Friday at $25.25 a share unchanged:
Silicon Graphics fell 25 cents Friday to
$27.50.
Silicon Graphics makes computer work
stations whose tasks include auto design
and movie special effects. It also makes
supercomputers in the $10,000 to $1 million range.
"The two companies are complementary
in a lot of ways in the supercomputer business," said Gary Smaby. president of Smaby
:1-(itip Inc., a Minneapolis research firm.
1/11( es, at

Assembly to consider budget penalty ammendment
Solution to impasses may come
no budget, no pay
N K. ’s!
ui
Liberal
;
Democratic Sen. Tom Hayden doesn’t
ten agree with conservative Republicans.
But he and 21 GOP lawmakers want to add
a new rule to the California Constitution:
No budget, no pay..
A proposed m onstituuonal amendment
that would require lawmakers and the governor to forfeit salaries if the budget is late
is before an Assembly C01111.1111lee this
week, as subcommittees in bm oh houses
begin the long budget process.
Legislative committees, caught in the
usual Febniarv doldrums, are considering
few bills this week. Several committees are
holding "oversight hearings," at which no
action is taken, on subjemts like workers’
ompensation, satellite wagermg and computerization .ml elections.
tutu dreds of new hills have been introdu ed this month, but those 11111til wait a
month beim ire their first m ommittee hearing. The commit tees dm in t face deadlines

Ii hear tie ms. I WW bills unul April and \la,.
One dmadliiim the Legislature seldom
meets is Ii C
list tIn clonal requirement to
I ass .1 .1.11m budget [my June 15. There is no
penalty fir missing that deadline and lawmakers m ongratulate themselves if they get
a budget to the governor by the July 1 start
of a new fiscal year
EVII’N 11111, the budget is late, a few lawmakers or m wen groups demand that legislators and the governor forfeit their pay
if they don’t pass a budget on time. But
each effort has been rejected by the
Legislature.
The latest constitutional amendment is
before the Assembly Rules Committee on
Monday. The author is a Republican freshman, Assemblyman Jim Morrissey of Santa
Ana. His coauthors are 18 fellow
Republican Assembly members, two very
conservative GOP senators and Hayden.
The amendment, if approved by the
Legislature and voters, would require lawmakers and die governor, beginning in
1999, to forfeit salary and expense money
if the budget is not passed by midnight on
June SO. They would not get paid again

until the budget passes and they would not
get retroactive pay.
The California Constitutional Revision
Commission, which is working on a complex series of government changes to submit to the Legislature and possibly to vote’s, has a similar proposal. Lawmakers and
the governor would lose their pay if they
do not pass a budget by the current June
15 deadline.
Gov. Pete Wilson’s proposed $61.5 billion budget for the 1996-97 fiscal year gets
its first scrutiny this week in legislative
committees. The Republican governor
released his spending plan in January, but
lawmakers have been waiting for the
detailed analysis, released last week, by the
nonpartisan legislative analyst.
The Senate and Assembly budget subcommittees use that analysis to go over the
governor’s huge spending plan, itein by
item, and devise their own alternative budgets.
The Assembly Budget Committee
begins Wednesday with an overview of the
governor’s budget.

Margaret Wilkes
Jot) fair coordinator

Coalition to file suit:
Internet is not television
Congress Imem ause there were never
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
The
Internet is more like a newspaper than any bearings," lie said.
television and deserves the same
Historically, broadcast has been the
First Amendment protection, a coali- most restricted kind of speech because
tion
including
Microsoft,
the the nuniber of channels is limited and
American Library Association and the listeners and viewers don’t have conSociety for Professional Journalists trol over what they see.
"We’re hoping to show that instead
plans to argue it) a lawsuit today.
The lawsuit seeks to overturn the of being a captive audience, Internet
Comm llll ications Decency Act, which users have control of what they sec
imposes a $250,000 fine and up to six and what conies into their homes,"
years in prison for transmitting materi- Weitzner said.
al considered indecent in such a way
Because of that, the lawsuit holds,
that it may be accessed on the Internet the Internet is more like a newspaper
by children.
or a book than a television program
and Internet companies arc
Another lawsuit, filed
Feb. 8 by a coalition led by
more like publishers than
television stations.
the
American
Civil
Liberties Union, resulted
The coalition also
believes there are alternain the temporary blocking
of the act. U.S. District
tive and less restrictive
Judge Ronald Buckwalter
means to protect children
said the definition of indeor anyone else from offencency in the act was so
sive content. Numerous
vague that people wouldsoftware programs allow
breakparents to block material
n’t know they were
ing the law until they were
they don’t wish their children to have access to, witharrested.
The new lawsuit, to be
out the need to reduce the
filed in Philadelphia by
content of the entire
Internet to something
the
Citizens Internet
Daniel Weitzner acceptable for children.
Empowermei it Coalition,
for
Center
goes beyond the ACLU’s
that
"We believe
Democracy and parental involvement. eduby attempting to redefine
Technology
the law which covers the
cation and technology proInternet.
vide far more effective solutions to protecting children
"The
basic
First
Amendment framework
than this or any other law
for the Internet is going to be set by could," Burrington said.
this case," said Daniel Weitzner of the
The coalition fears that if the same
Center
for
Democracy
and kinds of restrictions placed on television and radio are placed on the
Technology in Washington D.C.
Messages left Sunday with the Internet, a double standard will develJustice Department seeking comment op between the real and online
on the lawsuit were not immediately worlds.
returned.
"No one wants there to be two difThe lawsuit includes more than 50 ferent newspapers, two different kinds
pages of explanation as to why the of libraries, said Jerry Berman, execuInternet is a new technology deserving five director of the Center for
of new laws.
Democracy and Technology
"We could end up with only mum"A good chunk of the complaint is
spent walking the court through how print world having First Amendment
the medium works," said Bill protection," said Karen Coyle, a memof the
America
Burrington, general counsel for ber
Library
America Online, the largest commer- Association’s
Libraries
on
the
cial Internet service in the United Information Superhighway Advocacy
States with more than 4 million mem- network.
bers.
The coalition includes, aiming othAmerica
"By putting together this very broad ers,
Online,
Apple
coalition we have the opportunity to Computers Inc. CompuServe, Prodigy,
bring this debate up to a more rational Microsoft. Netcom, the Society of
and intelligent level, and to educate Professional Journalists, the American
the court about the technology. That Sot it -ti’ II NIW51,:11 WI’ Editors, and the
education
never
happened
in Anierit an 1.11trars. 1,01

WIN A MOUNTAIN BIKE!
COURTESY OF
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
MOUNTAIN DEW
MONDAY & TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26 & 27
AT CAMPUS FEST
-r

Mountain Dew
Big Slam with

16 oz. Fountain
Mountain Dew with an)
Nod pon.hove over 5/.00
(i.vmd at Spartan Pub and
’thideni roam Food Colin

any Big Slant purchase.
Good at Spartan Bookstore.
I 11111es t/22/96
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The basic
First
Amendment
framework for
the Internet is
going to be set
by this case.

CSU student
paid to be bit
by dogs
SACRANIENTO (AP)
Mark
Wilhite is taking a bite out of
crime with his role in the training
of police dogs.
Wilhite, a Sacramento State student, earns $7 an hour for a job
that involves being bitten by the
city’s 12 police dogs. The work, he
said, is rewarding and exciting.
"It’s a rush. The first time I
tried it, I thought I was going to
have a heart attack," said ’Wilhite.
Dressed in either a bulky "bite
suit" or in arm-length burlap and
leather "sleeves," Wilhite eggs on
a (log until it hears the "get him!"
command from its handler. Or he
hides in a darkened warehouse,
playing the bad guy in a suspect
search.
Either way, the result is the
same: the dog sails toward him,
jaws open. And either way. Wilhite
usually gets bitten, lie has the
welts and scars to prove it.
Still, the dogs’ talents, from
strength to speed to discipline,
have earned his respect. "I really
enjoy the animals. It’s amazing
what they (an do," he said.
Wilhite is a "catcher," or decoy,
agitator or helper, and is a key
part
of
the
training
of
Sacramento’s police dogs.
The
intense
months-hmg
process begins long before a
dmpartment acquires a dog. For
each opt’
g, as many as 50 dogs
are screened, throngli a battery of
exams that test everything from
courage to health.
Despite ate ilimmrough
officers
pe0pic,
II
1101 the dt ,gs. who make the calls.

" 11.1101
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Immigration:

SETTING UP A SPIKE

A hot primary topic
Ibis 111111

15..15111 (
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111 /1 lilt.
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Keep
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keep away sentiments in st a lets). A.s
the 1996 Reload], an plesidential
race heals III. 5
1111.5 the talk
about how 6. stop 111 slow illegal
ininingraticni lo America.
Arizona’s pintail just clays

texas
and c:alifta ma ltitiuuuimtg in Match.
Pat Buchanan is equating the
streams of illegal aliens
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0 gross
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Poll indicates most Americans
not ready to scrap tax system
NEW YORK (Al’) - Most Americans are dissatisfied with the federal income tax system and the
amount they pay, but fewer than three in 10 favor
replacing the system entirely, according to an
Associated Press poll.
Sixty-three percent say they personally pay too high
a rate. They are more than twice as likely to want to
scrap the current system than are the 32 percent who
rate their tax bill as "about right."
Seventeen percent say the tax system works pretty
well, 28 pert emit think it should be replaced, and 5 1
percent silitliort some tinkering.
"People favor inure graduated changes, slight
hanges, because they want to
make sure whatever changes
take place don’t adversely
them," said Mark
ailed
Luscombe, an analyst at CC! I
Inc. of Riverwoods, Ill., a taxlaw information pit wider.
14-20
’the poll taken
also asked alit nit a flat -tax proposal like the one proposed by
Republican presidential candidate Steve lint hes. It would
take away all or 1110SI deductions, including the home
mortgage interest deduction,
to prc Aide one low tax rate for
all taxpayers.
Under those concliticnis, 32
percent support the flat tax, 50 percent are opposed
and 18 perctiit not sure.
"The majority of people like the idea of a flat tax,
but when you start talking about the partic iilars ..
people maybe think that our system right now is nt .1
all that bad," said Fred I/aily, a San FranciSi 11 1.1X

ed iti1 ii gio,11,III
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Economists forecast recest)ion chalice
Sy.ksl LING it iN
\
-I he
chances of a recess’, qi this year are
one in four, according to top economic forecasters surveyed by the
National Association of Business
El onomists.
But the consensus of the 36 stir,\ participants projects that the
, .momy, after beginning on a soft
.6.1e, will grow steadily during the
ourse of the year.
"The NABE forecast panel estimates that real GDP will expand at
a moderate 1.4 percent rate in the
first quarter, a 2 percent rate in the
second quarter and a 2.4 percent
rate in the second half of the year,"
the survey summary said.
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have an invasion."
he said Thursday dining a debate in the
Nlexican-lairder state
III Arizona.
Lamar Alexander
pledges to devote a
new branch of the U.S.
sinned
services
to
guarding the border.
"The reason we should
do that is because our
failure to deal with illePat Buchanan
gal immigration as
Republican candidate
soning our attitude
for president
ttiward legal immigration," he explained in
bor policies we’re trythe same dcbate. 11 lie
ing to promote."
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forme"
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Satellite breaks away from Columbia shuttle
he it thci has In oken ’ It is going aisas
from it.’" Hoff ’mut mitt Masi, Control.
Ctmotiandei \ nth its 111,11 immediately
steeled I 4 /111111141A le.11 t tlic satellite.
.111.1 .1.1 ogIii g cold were
1 Ile

$443 million probe
snaps I 2-mile line,
drifts off into space

11101C 111.111

I
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11111.
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the accident
belleVeilta be a sale distant e
\ fission I await t onimentator James
Ilai tstield said thi electrit
hei 44 inside
cable .ipparench Ii oke
a 404001 lOWCI III the S1111111c t,it go bay.
t/n1s a slight portion of the 12.8-mile tether remained in the tower.
Ihe astronauts were aware of die break
almost instantly because of a sudden
se\ ell

\ .2 CAPE CANAVERAL, Ela \
mile tether holding a hall -tun satellite
broke off unexpet tedly Sunday from
space shuttle Columbia. Both the shuttle
and seven astronauts were safe.
Astronaut Jeffrey Hoffman shouted
down the news nearly five hours into the
expenment. as it was 12 miles out.
The tether has broken .it the booi!

111111111.,

.111141

dei tease in itthel tension.
Allen said Prat the remaining 33 feet of
tether on the shuttle was steady, "nothing
moving at all"
The tether was almost all the was out
when it brake and. along with the satellite,
had been generating nitwit than 3,000
S iii sf elec twits%
\ SSA officials said the% had no idea
%skit %sent wrong.
mil then, everything hail been going
well,
I he satellite, a white metal hall 5 feet in
diameter, rose slim Is Irian a tower in the
shuttle cargo bay Sunday afternoon and
pit ked up speed :LS more and more of the

12.8-nule tethei unwound from the huge,
motorized %viol.
An hour later. the satellite S041111 past
the 840-foot mark, where it got stm k four
years ago.
There had been a few surprises, but
none admit serious.
’Die tether drifted to one side at first. It
then began wiggling and, several nuntites
later, began swinging slightly back and
forth. All the while, the satellite remained
"rock-solid." llollinan said.
The motions eventually subsided as the
motors on the reel began turning more
quit kly and releasing more tether.
c )1,, t- the satellite was extended all the

Two terrorist bombings kill 25 in Israel
West I lartford, Conn., who was studying
at a Jewish seminary in Jerusalem, and
Sarah Duker. 22, of Teaneck, N.J., who
was studying at Hebrew University.
In May, Israelis will have to decide
whether to press on with Prime Minister
Shimon Peres’ vision of peace despite
misgivings, or back a right-wing government that would suspend or slow the
peat C process.
"Up to now, Peres has maintained a
omfortable has is ti Ills challenger,
opposition leadel liemanim Neianyahu.
But tenor attacks sut It as Smola N ’s bombings could persuade voters in the middle
of Israel’s political spectrum that going
ahead with Peres’ peace agenda is too
risky.
Cltra-Orthodox protest,’ Se nted their
ringed by
anger at Peres on Suntlav

American students
among the dead
deadliest
JERUSALE \ I AP) lit the
attack in Israel in two decades, militant
Palestinians avenged last month’s assassination of their chief bombmaker with nvo
suicide bombings Sunday that killed 25
people and Unperiled the peace process.
The explosions blew apart a Jerusalem
bus and a soldiers’ depot. Two Americans
were among the dead. At least 82 people
were wounded.
Now, just three months ahead of May
29 elections, Israelis once again must
rethink their commitment to peace with
the Palestinians.
The U.S. embassy identified the dead
Americans as Maturvalm Eisenfeld, 25. of

dozens of police, he visited the site in
Jerusalem. Dozens booed him. chanting,
"With blood and fire, we will throw out
Peres."
The prime minister said there was no
miracle cure for suicide attacks. "I know
deep in my heart that on the way to win
peace, we shall have to pay a heavy toll for
it," he told a news conference.
The first blast went off at 6:48 a.m
(11:48 p.m. Saturday EST) in downtown
Jennalem, ripping through the crowded
No. 18 bus and hurling bodies into the
air. The explosives, TNT packed with nails
and ball bearings, killed 23 and wounded
49.
"The bus went up into the air," said
Yigal Kara, a witness. "I saw parts of bodies. A head fell in front of us to the
ground."

About 45 minutes later, in the coastal
town of Ashkelon, a suicide bomber
reportedly disguised as an Israeli soldier
blew himself up at a hitchhiking stop fin
troops returning to base after weektlit I
leaves. Two people were killed and 33
wounded.
The death toll included the two
bombers, police said.
Hamas said the bombings avenged
their chief bombmaker, Yehiya Ayyash,
who was killed in the Gaza Strip by a
rigged cellular phone in a Jan. 5 operation widely attributed to Israel.
"The attacks were a painful blow to
those who ordered the assassination of
Yehiya Ayyash," said a llamas leaflet. The
leaflet also said Hamas would end the violence if Israel stopped hunting down
llamas fugitive.

Pacific Fleet orders aircraft to remain on the ground
good i carilairai. Details 01 dull’
injuries were not disclosed.
The EA-6B "Prowler" was 40
miles from the Kitty Hawk when
it plunged into the sea 150 miles
from San Diego. The cause of
the crash was under investigation.
An accompanying aircraft
spotted three people in the water
and they were rescued in about
20 minutes, said Cinch. Gregg
liartung,
spokesman
for
Commander Naval Air Force
U.S. Pacific Fleet. Dec was pronounced dead on arrival at the
Kitty I lawk.
The rew waf Mutt Whidbey ’s

Stand-down called after eighth crash in two months
SAN 1)1El

i

\

Diu ...t-

USS Kim Hawk steamed
back to port Si111,1.1V minus its aircraft under a Pacific Fleet stand down ordered after one of its
radar-januning jets crashed into
the ocean during a training exercise.
The crash Saturday, the eighth
mishap involving a Navy aircraft
in two months, left a crew inember dead, another lost at sea and
two others injured.
Lt. Cmdr. James M. Dee, a 35year-old electronic warfare offierr from Bronx, N.Y.: died and
rier

Me lilt It. fhomas R. Ti an, is,
.. was
26. of Fountain Valley, (
missing and presumed dead. said
a press statement from Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island in
Washington state, where the
crew’s squadron was based.
Two injured electronic warfare
officers rescued by the Kiln[hawk were flown to Balboa Naval
Hospital in the San Diego area.
la. Charles E. Luttrell, 35, of Oak
Harbor.
Wash..
underwent
surgery and yyas listed in stable
condition Sunday. Lt. Derrick J.
Busse, 2), of Fscondido was in

Tactii al
Eli.. Irwin
Warfare
Squas Ii is 135, a unit of Carrier
Air Witt); 11, which is headquartered at Niirainar Naval Air
Station in San Diego. Tlw
squadron was assigned to the
Kitty. Hawk during training to
ready the aircraft carrier for
October deployment.
The Kitty Hawk’s aircraft were
onlereil grounded until further
lf’siri
alit I left the ship on
Sunday warning for their hoine
bases in
Washington
and
Cal& ti Ina. I laming said, lie didn’t kti a,
,w many aircraft were
idiom d
Kitts I lawk.
Tht
with its 5.000 crew

members, arrived al the Noi th
Island naval base in San Diego
Sunday afternoon. Hartung said
there was no need for the Kitty
Hawk to remain at sea without its
aircraft
The Prowler crash was the second deadly jet mishap off the
San Diego coast in a week. On
Feb. 18, an F-14-t) "Tomcat"
fighter crashed and killed two
crew members during exercises
involving the carrier Carl Vinson.
That crash was one of 32 in the
last five years involving F-14s and
prompted the Navy to ground its
=tile fleet of F-1-16 through Feb.
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Ireland’s church bells
ring for IRA peace
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*Have eaten within 4 to 6 hours
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President
accuses
Cuba of
violation
Clinton
WASHINGTON (AP) The
administration on Sunday decried Cuba’s
downing of two small American planes as
"a blatant violation of international law"
but its only immediate response was to
seek punitive actions from the United
Nations,
As President Clinton considered a
range of other options, the incident catapulted the CubanAmerican relations
to the forefront of
debate just two
before
weeks
Florida’s delegate’
rich
presidential

64

Instead of
siding with
Castro in
opposing
tougher
sanctions,
President
Clinton should
now voice his
support for
tightening the
Cuban ’
embargo.

Lawmakers
sought to rally support for a tougher
trade embargo on
Cuba, a matter that
is pending
on
Capitol Hill. And
GOP presidential
candidates
demanded decisive
action, portraying
Clinton as soft on
Fidel Castro.
"Instead of siding with Castro in
opposing tougher
sanctions,
President Clinton
should now voice
Bob Dole
his support for
U.S. Senate majority
tightening
the
leader
Cuban embargo,"
Senate
Majority
Leader Bob Dole
said.
Dole’s rival for the nomination, Pat
Buchanan, said U.S. lighter planes should
patrol international waters off Cuba. If
Cuban planes attack planes in those
waters, "I would shoot the Cuban planes
down," Buchanan declared.
At a White House brielmg, Secretary of
State Warren Christopher said the president’s top advisers met firr three hours
Sunday ’panting to sort out the facts from
the incident Saturday and ta develop .1
resptinse.
lit’ said a range of options Was beds4
stmbmnitteul to Clinton Sunday night. Senitir
aides declined to describe the options, 1m I
said a decision was not expected before
Moliday.
Christopher said the United States
believes the planes, operated by a Floridabased group that flies off the Cuban coast
in search of possible refugees, were in
international air space when they were
shot down Saturday. Fonr people aboard
the two small planes are
g.
But senior adn l i ll istration aides said at
least one of the group’s three planes
entered Cuban air space at Sinitic point
before the showdown. One plane
retunud safely.

,9

WASI IINGT()N (Al’)
A \ lantana midi,’ man
Spakesman Mike NI( ( lorry said the l’iesideot Walits
says a privately organized lin est t ongress brought legislative authority to buy out timber contracts in
moderates on both sides of th« is .
’ g battle of sensitive areas in. tit sonic eases, to provide replace
iederal . hoer t is ’set osgeiher.
ment timber to is ’iii 1 tunics.
For ( :ary I legri1 wig, much of the five-day meeting
illt i wivately in ganized congress, which drew 1,400
svas a battlegriamil tti traditional timber and envirim- participants, took pettish. who rarely see eye-to-eye
iiiintal foes with little prt ogress.
and forced them to talk.
lint the M.1111:111:1 Wood Producers’ Association offi"It feels to me like a peace prat ess, it really does,"
I ial ..lw more.
said fan Roush, head of the
1 think there ate a 101 Of
V11.14.111.4SS
Sin it.ty. "Um
people in the middle who
going it, wt irk hard to make
close’
moved
together
it mean as much as possihere,"
said
1 legieberg.
bk. "
"Ultimately, that will force Ill
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TUESDAY, MARCH 5
7:00pm - 8:00pm
Dining Commons

wheelchair caressibk Individuals needing sign longuana Interpreters,
ocromodationi, or other information should (Wart as at 1408) 974-5955

arc accountable to no one, who do not
stand before the public to get
approval for what they do, has
no right to act on our behalf.
And the people of Ireland are
saying: Stop, lie said.
In Dublin, U.S. Antba.ssador
Jean Kennedy Smith joined a
25,000-strong rally in College
Green, where three months
ago
President
Clinton
addressed a crowd confident
that the IRA cease-lire would
last.
In Washington, Clinton
threw his support behind
those calling for ix-ace.
"Iliose who seek to use violence and tti it sl
Id hear
tht von 4, .41 10(la)’’S vigil
being
led across our
lands: No tit violence, yes to
peace," he said in a statement
Sunday.
In London, about 60 people attended a vigil on the
steps of a church in Trafalgar
Square, near wlitre a bomb
exploded prematurely oti a
bus a week ago.
1111k110W11,

Dining the last flight of the satellite, the
tether jammed because of a protruding
bolt and the satellite MITI’ got farthtI
than 840 feet from the shuttle.

National forest congress comes to an end

Ts
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
12:15. 1:15pm
2nd Floor (Upper Pad) - Student Union

This event is

Northern
Ireland (AP) Church bells
pealed throughout Ireland on
Sunday as tens of thousands
t :111411
upon
the
Irish
Rtpublican Army to stop its
Lulling. It was the most widespread protest against IRA violence in two decades.
downtown
In
Belfast,
10,()00 demonstrators chanted
"Cease-fire now! Give its hat k
our peace!" following the
IRA’s decision to end its I 7month rease-fire with a bombing in London.
Thousands more delivered
the saim message in 10 other
Northern Ireland towns, and
an estimated 01,000 marched
III the Irish Republic.
"We are not going to allow
the agelida for this democracy
i tt
the army rcitincil
at the IRA," said Irish Prime
Nlinister John Bruton in a
peat e march front his hometown church in rural County
Meath.
"’Din secret organization,
whose
membership
is

way out, it was to hast generated 5,01)11
volts of electricity while sweeping through
Earth’s magnetic field at 5 miles per second.
tethered
The 5443 ’pillion,
system is equipped with mune’ mis SI lent e
instruments as well as electron guns. As
current flows front the satellite down the
tether to Columbia, the guns were supposed to shoot the electrons back into
space, thereby closing the electrit al

I think there are a lot of people
the nlid (Ile who moved closer
together here. Ultimately, that will
force the rest of us together. But it
\vill take awIlile.
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EMPLOYER PARTICIPANTS CAN BE ACCESSED VIA INTERNET AT:
http://www.sjsuseduidepts/career/JOBFAIR.HTML

Job Seekers:
professional attire and resumes
are not required. but are highly
recommended.

Career Explorers:
come with lots of questions.

Wednesday
1

eppoiltok,

February 28

OFoII
ito

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
SJSU Event Center

r

Take a close look
at your career options.
Meet with over 175
employers from business, industry, government,
health,
and
human services who
are eager to hire for
part-time or full-time,
summer, co-op, internship, volunteer, and permanent career positions.

F
Coordinated by the

SJSU CAREER CENTER
,rgato In
aiSl’ Career Canner piognarns and act tura are protrird
disabled veteran’, in 9rrn.un c,rr tat’s mann Reasinable

41-

1711111111111111MEMEI
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RESUMES THAT GET RESULTS!
Let us help you generate those all-important
interviews by creating an effective resume

We offer
Free initial consultation (up to 15 minutes)
Writing and editing assistance
Scannable and Internet resume services
Evening & Saturday appointments
Interview preparation assistance
Owner Georgia Adamson is a Certified Professional Resume Writer
Located in Campbell, call: (408) 866-6859 for info/appointment

XPLORE CAREER PATHS
Four-session workshop series on career exploration
and job search skills meets in Los Gatos 7-9 PM.
"Inesdays, March 5 through 26. $95.00 cost for the
series includes workbook.

career
’paths

Don’t Come to Ji
f-44,1 Empty
01- ,- Protessiona
\
Ask alxitit
Care

Call 408/464-0111 for reservations
CAI

TI NVIVIT TTITIIITIILIN I. ( :1111T( IT :WI) ASSTTI
Is ;;ITT
20 S. Santa CETI, Ills

TalCS,

Ricstiiii

ne

1027, 111111.)8A1

*Discover the Difference*
CUSTOMER SERVICE ( HIS
entry level
variety of shifts

ADIA

THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE
& Country
4112

excellent growth opportunities
must have good phone skills

Call 296-8414 for info

*

If you’re graduating with a degree in Math, Physics,
Electrical Engineering or Aerospace Engineering, plan to
stop by and talk with us.
As a Satellite Systems Engineer, you’ll play a critical role in
our mission success. Join Lockheed Martin Technical
Operations and feel the excitement of learning to "fly"
satellites.
See you on the 28th. If unable to stop by, please fax your
resume to 800-457-1049. Or, mail to: Lockheed Martin
Technical Operations, Staffing Dept., NS00226, P.O. Box 61687,
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-1687. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
For more information on Lockheed Martin, see us on the
World Wide Web: http://www.lmco.com/.

THE COMPANY MORE
STUDENTS COUNT ON
ALE. STUDENTS WELCOME’
JOB FAIR 1996
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
1000 AM 1 00 PM
EVENT CENTER

U

S

.40.35-$9.35/hour
*Medical C. Dental Benefits
...Students Loans- up to 025,11/111/yr.
3-4 hrs per day lencept Sunnyuale
pm shift 4-6 hrs per day)
Monday - friday (no weekends)
SIIN JOSE, SUNNYVALE OR MENLO PARK
I.et UPS help you bridge the gap between the
cost of your education and your income
I-OR MORE INT ORMATION ANL/ I-0 SCHEDULE AN
IN ER VIEW. fin TO TIIE JOB PLACEMENT CENTER
OR CALL 24 1111 rion.pa. 41543744Y9
ALWAYS AN EQVALOPPOR11,Nrry EMPLOYER M/1-

LOCKHEED

MARTIN

I, flow I fic lichille
rrarlorroirrr. dor tr.o.rorterird to their respectom romparoos
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DIRECTIONS
A CAREEN COUNSELING FIRM

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME & COVER LETTER
COMPOSrTION SERVICES
MASTERS DEGREE
VOCATIONAL COUNSELING

CHECK US OUT AT THE
SAN JOSE STATE JOB FAIR!

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
PHONE QUOTES GIVEN

Wed., Feb. 28, 1996
10am-3pm

DAY/EVENING APPTS.

1-4300-450-4JOD

e to Job Fair 96
Empty-Handed

-1,

Positions we will be recruiting for include:

Data Entry
Package Handlers
Part and Full-time Management
We will be accepting resumes at the job fair. If you’re
interested in working with a leader in the small-package
pick-up and delivery business this could be your chance!

Professionally mitten risumes
Ask about student discounts

1 11418

4(

CareerPro

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC

isuintl & Job Search Specialists
(40/9 280-6007
W.25 The Alameda Ste. 710

PPS is an Equal OppoctunrtrAttinnative Action Emproysi COnmfted to CH.,Sity

SPARTAN

And we intend to do it all while
enjoying the casual pace, culture
and environment that encourages
your ideas and recognizes your
contributions. Sound interesting?
Maybe it’s time that you follow
your intuition and yield to the
excitement and lifestyle of
Silicon Systems.

ENGINFERS

That’s right Setting the
industozpacehas mode as a
$400 million company and a
recognized leader in the
design and manufacture ol
advanced mired-signal ICs.
That’s Ow Spartan pace!
Who are we) We’re Silicon
Systems, and recently we
set a world record in
demonstrated data rate
performance with our 1,11,4
PRML read channel device, achw,
speeds exceeding 200 Mills. Pretty
impressive, and we want to continue
to push the boundaries and set the
pace of technology.

Celebrate Growth
and Diversity
The opportunities offered by SAFECO are as diverse as our employees, our
customers, and the services we provide. As a company that began a -

property and casualty insurance provider and has since grown into
financial services leader, SAFECO is the place for individuals who desiic

Wt

Eittivw

exposure to a progressive and vast array of challenges. Our thriving
company specializes in personal and commercial insurance, life and health
insurance, real estate management and investment, and commercial credit,

We will be on campus
Wednesday, February 28

as well as surety and asset management.

A KS or MS in a technical discipline required for the following opportunities:

We are committed to doing what’s right, which includes employing a

SANTA CRUZ LOCATION
Statistics
Photolithography
Yield Engineering,
Wafer Level Reliability
Process Equipment
Process Integration/Device
If unable to see us on campus, please
forward resume to:
Silicon Systems, Inc., Attn: .IH, 2300
Delaware Ave., Santa Cruz CA 95060.
FAX: (408) 425-4303 or e-mail:
staffing(scz.ssil.com

TUKI1N LOCATION
Rotational Engineer
Product Engineer
Product Quality Assurance Engineer
Applications Engineers
Product Verification Engineer
Design Engineer
Test Development Engineer
Failure Analysis Engineer
If unable to see us on campus, please
forward resume to:
Silicon Systems, Inc., At t ti.113, 14351
Myford Road, Tustin CA 92680. FAX: (714)
573-6901 or e-mail: staffing4tus.ssil.com

&am
J
J Sterne
A TDK Grcr

w,,

-

,

Comps!

employer Al/rai/V All t mtemarks are regvm.red to their reNNA the coropame,

diverse workforce. If you are committed to excellence and searching for an
environment and corporate philosophy that values the individual and
encourages ongoing achievement, SAFECO may be the company you’ve
been looking for. For more information about SAFECO and the
opportunities we offer, please contact SAFECO Insurance Companies.
3000 Executive Parkway, Suite 300, San Ramon, CA 94583-4255. FAX
(510) 277-8670.

JobLine: (800) 816-6594

SAFECO.

"What’s right"
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Briefs
Men’s Basketball
SJSU falls to Long Beach
State 105-86 on the
road Saturday.

By Lindy Boisvert
Wilde Spa: gymnasts prepared LID’Ir ft/Danes for the NCAA Regional Championships
with long hours of !war n«. last year, Tara
Law went about it a little
differently.
Law went skydiving.
"I wasn’t too happy
SJSU
about
that,"
women’s
gy lllll astics
coach Jackie Walker said.
"Gymnastics is pretty dangerous though, she probably has a better chance
getting hurt in the gym."
Inside the gym Law is a
cautious. Tara Law
more
little
Walker said Law takes all prior steps when
she is learning a new trick.
"She is a perfectionist." Walker said. "We
won’t put something in her routine unless
she has it very well accomplished."
Her scores show that she executes the
tricks that she does on a No. 1 ranked gymnast level.
"The tricks she does, she does perfect,"
teammate Hawley Ahustedt said. "That’s what
we aim for, perfect skills, a perfect 10, and
she does it more often than most people."
I ler skills, style and originality are what
have placed her at the top of the Big West
Conference on beam with a score of 9.825.
"It surprised me, really. (Beam) has never
been my best event," Law said.
Prior to Friday’s meet, Law held the No. 4
all around spot with a score of 38.675. Friday
she topped that with a 38.800 and first place
in the meet.
"She’s a good gymnast because she is really
consistant, she hardly ever has any mistakes,"
Walker said.
According to Walker. Law still hasn’t hit
her best marks yet on the bars or vault.
"She hasn’t hit her peak yet, she still can
do better," Walker said.
between
Coates.
competition
The
Almstedt, and herself is healthy, law said.
"If! don’t have anyone to push me or who
makes me try to improve myself then I don’t
workout as well and I don’t compete as well,"
Law said.
And many of her teammates said that Law
leads the team by herexample.
"She is a good role model for the team,"
Almstedt said.
Her example has helped this year’s team
to be the best in Spartan gymnastic history,
and it seems to only get better.
"She is doing better gymnastics now than
she ever has in her life," Walker said. "And
she still hasn’t reached her potential."

Women’s Swimming
The Spartans finish in
sixth place in BWC
Championships.
S2SL’ rvshrrion

.s.rnrne,
:ansson *els me
500 freestyle tetle
It wos the second frrIB 0
Spartan had
won a hte or the
-vet
See 004’ On Page 77

Men’s Gymnastics
The Spartans finish in
third place at Stanford.
Women’s Gymnastics
The Spartans break a
school record with a
191.825-187.400
win over UCSB, Friday.
Softball
The Spartans beat UC
Berkeley 2-1 and fail to
CS Northridge 1-0 on
Sunday.
Men’s Tennis
The Spartans (0-6) lost to
New Mexico State, 0-7

Schedule
2b-Mar

Women’s Golf
SJSU in Chris Johnson
Invitational, MondayWednesday,Tucson
Arizona.
Baseball
Santa Clara at SJSU.
Tuesday,2 p.m.,
Muni Stadium.
Women’s Tennis
CS Sacramento at SJSU,
Tuesday,2 pm .Spartan
Courts.

SoftbaN
Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo at SJSU.
Wednesday,4 p.m.,
PAL Stadium.
Men’s Basketball
UC Irvine at SJSU,
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.,
Event Center.
Women’s Basketball
SJSU at New Mexico
State, Thursday,
7 30 p.m

Spartans hit best team score

Spartan Daily Sufi Weller

Women’s Basketball
SJSU beats UC Irvine 6157 at the Event Center
Saturday.

By Lindy Boisvert
Spartan Daily Staff Witter

tcrro sy RoNac BitAuroim - SPARTAN
SJSU’s Holly Ahmstedt leaps through her balancing beam routine Friday night at
the Spartan Gym. Ahmstedt scored a 9.825, tying an SJSU record.

Breaking records for the SJSU gymnastics team is starting to become like
listening to a broken record.
Last Friday night’s meet against L/C
Santa Barbara was no different.
"Hie Spartans danced to the tune of
two new records: a new team vault
high score of 48.150 and new team
total high score of 191.825.
SJSU gymnast Hawley Almstedt tied
teammate Tara Law’s highest beam
score in the Big West Conference with
a 9.825 score.
Law, once again proved that originality and style can keep her at No. I.
Law finished the meet against the
Gauchos in first place for all around
events with a score of 38.800.
SJSU’s top all-arounders weren’t
scoring as high as usual this week.
Bridgett Coates had enough bobbles
in her beam routine to keep her from
placing in that event.
"I was glad that she fought through
all of the difficulty," SJSU coach Jackie
Walker said. "She didn’t give up and
fall off."
Law also performed on beam less
than her usual perfection. She finished the event with a 9.625. Almstedt
picked up the slack with a 9.625.
"This week everything was right on
(on the beam)," Almstedt said.
On Inrs, Almstedt had trouble
pulling off a Jaeger, a two armed
release with a twist. She missed the
trick and finished the event with an
8.750.
"When one person has a rough
event, the others pull through,"
Walker said.
The women finished the meet in
vault with Coates and Law tied for
third with a score of 9.725. Almstedt
and freshman Danielle Wasko tied for
second with a score of 9.30, Law was
second with a 9.725 and Coates finished in first place with a 9.775.
Although the top performers
weren’t scoring as high as usual, the
gymnasts behind them scored higher
and pushed the team total score to a
new record.
"That’s when it shows it takes a team
effort," Walker said. "After last week I
didn’t think we’d break any records.
It’s amazing. We just keep doing it."

Spartans muster two wins
Stevens has four
RBIs and three runs
Spartan Daily Staff Report

The SJSU baseball team
( halked up two wins in this
weekend’s series against
California State University,
Sacramento.
After losing Friday’s game
11-9, the Spartans came back
to defeat the Hornets on
Saturday, 9-2, and on
Sunday, 3-2.
Brian Forman and Travis
Peterson brought home two
runs each in Fnday’s game at

Hornet Field at Cal State
Sacramento. Trailing 7-3
entering the sixth inning,
the Spartans rallied for three
by
highlighted
runs,
Peterson’s two-run home
run. But the Hornets in
return got three runs in the
bottom of the sixth.
Forman’s two-out, two-run
single in the eighth inning
brought the Hornets lead
down to 10-9, but CSUS
freshman Benjamin Roussey
got Peterson out with a
ground out and ended
SJSU’s threat.
SJSU’s Eric Stevens had a

hand in seven of the
Spartan’s nine runs in
Saturday’s game. The left
fielder went four for four at
bat, scored three runs, and
hit four RBIs.
A dropped pop fly in the
eighth inning gave the
Spartans their win on
Sunday. Second baseman
Patrick Walsh scored the
game winning run from
third
base
when
the
Ilornet’s first baseman collided with Hornet relief
pitcher Benjamin Roussey,
causing him to drop the pop
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Gymnasts
drop more
records

Law keeps breaking records, leads
squad by example

FOP I’d,. 2

Men’s Tennis
SJSU at UC Berkeley,
Wednesday, 1:30 pm
Berkeley, Calif.

San Jose State University

Law’s efforts
spark team
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The SJSU baseball team was
able to sting
the Hornets of
Sacramento
with this late
game double
play by short
stop
Brian
Forman in the
final game of
the weekend
series.
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Swimmers make waves in best Championship finish ever
All team members attain
personal best times
Spate. Daily sun Hrparc

Anna Korai began the Big West
Conference Swimining and Diving
Championships by singing the
national anthem. Kin al would sinli
Star-Spangled
’the
Banner
before a pit ked house and receive
a standing ovation.
From there on, the SIM:
women’s swim team made its own

melodies in lire jai, a as it recorded
its hest-ever finish at the BWC

Championships, placing seventh at
the diree-day event in Long Beach,
Calif. Nevada won the team championship, breaking U.C. Santa
Barbara’s three-year reign as conci e champions.
11,slonan Elm Carlsson, who
1.1-n1.n %son the 500 Freestyle title

with a time of 4:55.43, phi
I second in Saturday’s 1650 heestyle
final to earn
the
Spartans 17 p
ts.
Carlsson,
from
Osmo,
Sweden,
with
capturing
the 500 Freestyle
title broke
the school
broke
held
since
1985 by Angie
Wester. who went on

compete in the 1992 Olympics.
Carlsson was only
the
second

Spartan
in history
lo win a
BWC title
at the meet.

The last time was in 1988 when
swimmer "ruby Kleiner won the
100 Butterfly tide.
’the Spartans also broke records
in the 800 Freestyle Relay team
(Adrienne Simpson, Elm Carlsson,
and
Jeanette
Suzy
Brooks
ThOrner) and the 400 Freestyle
Relay team.
SJSU women’s swim c oat h
RoseAnn Benson was delighted
with many times and team performances, but what put the sparkle
in her heart?
"Fin winning the 500 Freestyle,

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist crl paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
SANDWICH MAKERS
$13.00/hour to start.
Sourdough Eatery
Tues./Wed./Thur./Fn. Days
Apply @848 FL First St. San Jose.

Phone: 924-3277 PAX:
WORK-STUDY CLERK 10/12 hrs
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
wk. $6/1ir. Liberal Studies Program. FT/PT positions with infants,
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Start Now!Usea Mac. 9244414.
Great advancement and growth
SALES. INSIDE, PT. For students opportunity. Good benefits. limed.
with great voices, good cornmura openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
cation and te desire to male nnzty. Call Action Day Nurseries.
4059964437.
Sue 9955905. Hiring now!

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
JOBS JOBS JOBS
LOST & FOUND
aftd rewarding job? Become a
Borg-Wirier Prutrictiai Service
teacher or a subsitute for our
FLEXIBLE HOURS
LOST A BLACK WALLET ON 2/15 school -age day care program.
FT/PT/Weekends only
in the Spartan Complex building. These are great positions for
$7-59
If found please call 988-8714.
students. Most teacher positions
Unarmed secunty officers
are afternoons, M.F. Substitute
Prestigious client sees
positions are perfect for those
Medical Benefits
EVENTS
who have only one or two afterTranitig/Uniforms provided
noons available. Units in ECE,
Military experience a plus
DON’T MISS OUT!!
Rec, Psy, Soc. or Ed are required. CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTUNE
Only 3 Days Left
Please call Small World Schools
1-800-385-9419
Until Job Fair 96
at 408-3703200 ext. 21.
or apply in person
Wednesday, February 28.96
501W. Hamilton@ San Tomas Exp.
10am 3pm. Event Center
Shoreline Golf Links NOW HIRING
Camplell, CA (408)378-9760
Looking for a fun job in a beautiful eoe/rii/f/d/vilnigfree workplace.
setting? Shoreline Golf Links is
SPORTS/THRILLS the place kr you. Hing n Pro shop, BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Driving range, & Snack bar area’s. Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Call now for info: 41590.3.6133.
Students nealal ii tie immediate
There is nothing compared to
area. Fulltime/part time openings.
the exhilaration experienced by
MARKETING/ENVIRONMENTAL Calltoday 1.415-968-9933.
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated We need 3 individuals willing to International Bartenders School.
Reefer!, Turbine Aircraft.
work hard for above average
SJSU student owned & operated. income. Bilingual a plus. Part-time. SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Full-time. 408988-1760.
Counselors needed for Girl Scout
1-510-634-7575.
day cane in San Jose: Adniinistra
ACTIVIST Prevent Cancer - Fight tive. Counselors, Special Needs.
corporate pollution! Motivated & Arts & Nature. Join us! Call 408ANNOUNCEMENTS articulate? Silicon Valley Tories 287-4170 for mere info.
Coalition. Equal opportunity chip.
FAST FUN:A5J:631- Rase $500 rift advancement PT, eve. 288.7882.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD
days-Grecks, Quips Me, mothated 1-4pm.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE!
ndwiduals. Fast. easy No financial
Interested in arts/ent. for SJSU?
oblgation. 1-800862-1982 ed.33.
PARENT EDUCATOR
Accepting applications for office
Reinvent parenting program for staff & director positions. Apply
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
DD Adults 25-30 hours per wk. at A.S. Office, Student Union,
$9411/hr. Fax resiner. 248.4464, Room 360. Ph. 924-6240.
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
$40,000/YR INCOME
an yaks dental needs.
LOCAL ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY
is looking for enthusiastic and potential. Home Typists/PC
For info call 1-F100 6553225.
energetic team players to do face users. Toll Free 1-800-898panting, balloon animal sculptur- 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
ing, and kid chiklren’s games. Will
CAMPUS CLUBS
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
train. Pay varies with experience.
IN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB. Call 408.269-5701.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Enjoy earnng about Irish, Scottish,
Too many benefits to list!
and Welsh culture. Explore the SPORTS MarketIng/Managernent
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open Intern. Seeking motivated indeed Day, Swing Grave Shifts. F/T &P/T.
to all students interested in ual with good communication and Cal or arty ri pirson. Morn-Sun 77.
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and organizational skills. PT Flexible. 403286 5880. 555D Marian Ave.
lawn. S.1 i Carte and Pater-roc
culture. For more information. Fax resume to 408.3702634.
tried the Cad and Pity Store.
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
Counselors needed for Girl Scout CERTIFIED AEROBICS Instructors
resident camps in Santa Cruz wanted to teach aerobics classes
TRAVEL
Mtns. Specialty staff needed for for Associated Students Campus
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal Kitchen, Maintenance, Arts, Life- Recreation on SJSU campus. Call
State Hayward’s Bangkok sum- guarding, Environmental Ed. and Jodi at 924-6217.
mer Quarter / discover Thailand Horseback riding. Join us! Call
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic 4052874170 for 0100, info.
FT/PT &twinge chiklcane (6. ECE)
credit. June 17 to August 6.
AUTOCAD Level 12/13 Operator/ preferred. M F. 26 flex. Looking
Info: Julie Clark. 510-8853538.
Designer. High purity gas facilities for furl creative people who are
design & installation. Piping draw- willing to make a difference.
COMPUTERS ETC. ings, schemaws, held vents:anon. Summer opportunity also availas-builts. Part-tirne school year. able ri.trildcare, camp, aquatics).
full time other. Contact & get For more informatton, call Marie
REMANUFACTURED
Hewlett PaLhatICcripier Prtxlirds. resurie to Dick Sillan, 924 3928. at 40837011-477
Mailbox Dig. 491. Leave iiessage.
90 Day Warranty
COLLEGE STUDENT -TO DO" UST
Vectra 486, various models
COMPUTER TECHS TANDEM _Register for class _Roormnate
Laserlet II and III, all models
Softwae Development Support - _Place to love _Student loan _Buy
Officelet and OfficeJet LX
Requires hands-on Unix & Sun books _"FIND A JOB!! _Strike
Fax 900 and 950
work station experience. Develop up a conversation with that nice
Call for pricing
leaking person I met at registration.
tools for program developers.
(800) 887-9654
*We can’t help you with everyEmulation Conforation/Toolanah MasterCard/Visa
Develop debug A support new thing but we may be able to help
emulation control scripts. Create you with a job.
$5 WE PAY TOP CASH $S
Would you like a position that
functional emulation configura’For Old/Used Con iputer
tions. Translate & write Venlog wit compthient your class schedule?
Memory& CPU’s.
Positive availabie theastrait San
modules. Must have Unix &
’We Buy/Trade in/Sell
programming expenence (Verilog Jute. SillGICLra, Emit it i. Milpitas.
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
VANGUARD
desrredl& know Sun workstations.
1-800-808 8356.
SECURITY SERVICES
Both positions: Part-time school
Apply MF 8aii 5pm.
year. full-time other. Top Pay!
to Dick
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
AUTOS FOR SALE Contact & get resume
COMM Scott/Sari Ton as.
Sultan, 924-3928. Mailbox Eng.
message.
10,010
491.
MITSUBISHI ECUPSE GS ’90 Wile.
Sap, 74h. per,p1, ps, ac, cc, stereo,
alamt $7253. dn. 510-441-2558,

REAL ESTATE
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Ropes, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1.81X18989778 Ext. H2236
fir current listings.

FOR RENT
2 BORK APARTMENT - 5800/7010.
Security type leek
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Budding
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2 full baths
apartment. 2 blocks from school.
$825/mo. Secured underground
parking is available. Will not last!
Call 378-1409.

SHARED HOUSING
SO. 12th. CHARMING. CLEAN.
SAFE. Great yard. Washer/dryer.
Parking, Available 4/1. $400/mo.
(408)297-8873.
ROOM FOR RENT near Alarneda
& Taylor. Young male, nonsmok
or, no drugs, to share house with
Stew males, two disabled. $200
per month, equal share utilities,
plus 10 hours a week assisting
disabled. References required.
Call Cart 2758484.

$35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll WORD PROCESSING
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R
2236 for details.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers, theses
/RAVEL ABROAD APS WORK Make cur specialty. Laser printing. Free
up to $25$45/hr. teaching basic spell check and storage. APA.
conversational English in Japan Turabian and other formats.
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching Resumes, editing, graphics
background or Asian languages and other services available.
ADVERTISING SALES
for English/Spanish Newspaper. required. For information call: Masterson’s Word Processing.
Little experience OK, will train. 1.206-971-3570 ext..160412.
Cal Paul cr Virginia 408.251-0449.
Car required. 20% commission
paid daily. Flex hours available. ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMEIT CALL MARCIA 266-94411
Call John at 436.7850.
Students Needed! Fishing IndusWont Processing Service/ Fan
try. Earn up to $3,000-56,000+
Editing/Format Specialist for
P/T BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL per month. Room and Board! Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
position for Contracting Co. in Transportation! Male or Female.
APA Turablan MLA
Campbell. Flexible hours.Call No experience necessary. Call
Granviar, Sentence Structure
408-369-1898.
1-206-971-3510 ext A60413.
Nursing/Soc.Work/English/History
International Students Welcome
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Postions
Close to SJSU Car ’pus.
Elem. school-age recreation prog.. am now available at National Parks,
P/T from 26pm, MT during the Forests & Wildlife Preserves. AFFORDABLE IL EXPERIENCED
school year, turns onto F/T (or P/T) Excellent benefits bonuses! Cat Professional Word Processing!
during sum, camp prog. XInt. sal. 1-206-971-3620 ed. N60412.
Theses, Tenn Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not au].
HP Laser II. All fomiats, spec-1.31rue
school year’? Call for summer em
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
ploynient lifeguartis camp leaders).
Certain advertisements In
grammatical editing. Free disk
these columns may refer the
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
storage. All work guaranteed!
reader to specific telephone
Worry free, dependable and pronipt
Our 129 yearokl publishing corn
numbers or addresses for
service. To avoid disappointmeht,
pany. Southwestern, is looking to
additional
Information.
select 8-10 students from SJSU
call now to reserve your time!
Classified readers should be
Call PAM 247-2681 (8arn-8prit).
to work in our summer program.
reminded that, when making
Average profit from summer work:
these further contacts, they
$5,766. For interview information
THE PERFECT PAPER
should require complete
Resunies
call (408)241-9903.
Information before sending
’Research Papers
money for goods or services.
TEACHER: Cupertino Montessori
*Manuscripts, etc.
In addition, readers should
Worked with SJSU Students &
School needs Class/Daycare asst.
carefully Investigate all firms
(10:306:30/2:30-6:30) Elenit.
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
offering employment listings
age. Benefits. Call 255-3770.
Tirnaroind. 10 minutes iron; SJSU.
arcoupons for discount
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
vacations or merchandise.
TEACHER: Before & After School
from 8ant-6prn@14081937-0373.
Program, ELI. Paid medical,
NANCY’S COMPUTER-SERVICES,
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec.
Resurnes Temi Papers
units required. Resume to:
’Letters ’Tape Transcriptions
Frederick Ferrer, 0 Gardner
20 years experience.
Chafien’s Center, 611 Willis Ave. BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs
Low Rates!
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
408/297-3341.
earning $10 hr. to $4 00/week.
KITCHEN Clean-up helper needed Jobs filled on a first come basis.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
ITh/6:308pin. F/12:302pm. Lv. call 408-249-8446.
Theses, term papers, group
name& ph. NW 292-73)3 Elizabeth.
projects. resumes, nail afflict
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
P/T CAR PREP/DRIVER
for egg donation. Desperate cassette transcripten. All fomiats.
You will keep our cars ship-shape Asian couples need your help Fax available. Experienced.
washing, valiuming decking fluids to conceive. Can you help, dependable, quick return.
and driving. Positions are now Ages 21-30. healthy and Almaden/Branham area. Call
available at our San Jose Airport responsible. Generous stipend Linda 408-264-4504.
location. We offer flexible sched and expenses paid. Please call
ules in a fast -paced, friendly WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
environment. Candidates must be
SERVICES
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
a least 18 (with college credits)
and possess a good driving mailing our curt:oars. For info call PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
1301-306-1207.
accepting students who wish to
record. Please apply in person
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
with your DMV printout at:
levels welcome: Beginning.
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
WANTED
1350 N. First Street (Lc-Baron Hotel)
arty style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
San Jose, California
WANTED
STUDENTS
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. sir Fclk.
SEEKING
$5
(4081452-1100.
Call Bill at 408-298 £124.
For Job Fair 96
WrvInesday,
February 28.190G
S EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
SJSU Event Center.
WRITING HELP. Fast pn4e..s..xiii
Become a Sperm Donor.
editing. rewriting. ghost, nit frig
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Essays, letters, application
WANTED 100 STUDENTS.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Lose 8-100 lbs. New metabolisni statements, proposals, reports,
Contact California Cryobank breakthrough. I lost 15 lbs. in 3 etc. For more info, please call
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-Spun. weeks. R.N. assisted program. Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
Guaranteed results. $35.130 cost. VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE Free gift. 1 800666-0841.
Part-time. anti/pm shifts. flexible
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
hours. Serving Downtown Sartlose HANDICAPPED MAN looking for subject. Why suffer and get poor
liner City Express. Apply unperson. live-in C01,10.11,10n. Call after 4rwri grades when help is just a call
22 West Saint John, San Jose. 370.3604.
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
TELEMARKETING
research & writing. Tutorial also
Sell Calif is hest newspapers.
avail. Friendly, canng, confidential.
OPPORTUNITIES
.11
Flexible hours, open garn to 9prit
Convenient Pon11,,Id
.1
7days a week. Moody, plus bonus. HOME MAILERS WANTED! Dissertati.
,.
Near Light Rail. Transit.
$500/week possible. Write. Samples &
Call Today, Work Tomorrow. Future Quest, Box 15199 San Chinese & other
I
,e
Foreigners weli
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Diego, CA 92175.
for free phone c
Downtown.... ...... 408-4940200
Campbell
408-364-2703
(415) 525-0505.. ask for Daniel
Office positions also available.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

FOR NanoNAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

LJLJLI I I MULJEJOODEIDELIODOECI

trinErmicip

MOODOODOODOMODOODMOMEll
OODOODOODOOODOOORFEIMOFOODEIOCIE
Fr11-1177EICIFIDEIECIODOCIFIFC1-17ECIODOOD1Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Five
Days
.4, rod..
$13 C.1, &...Imo
3 lines
15
87
814
16
IS
4 lines
**lone
$15
Sun..
17
TS
$16
TA
812
110
6 lines
Sor chockin rooms/ order
$1 fit eirch at If Miraal line
Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the Nth day, rate increases by 61 per da r. San Jona State University
SanJose, CA 95192-0149
spares) set NI bold for no ev!nai 1,11(if,
lip ((I Fi additional words available in Ix ild for $3 each
located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Hoorn 209
(7Iii,5rfied
Dear 111I1P Rile.) a Ill IVIO weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All liihnr are preparr I III No refunds on cancelled ads
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
Rates for C011SPCUilVe publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (404) 9244277
One
Day

Two
Days

setting a school record and settmq
an NCAA onsideration time.
Benson said. "The 400 and 800
Freestyle Relays set new sc hool
rec iirds and I was pleased with the
performam es of our individuals.
Everyone has a personal best
either ui a relay or personal event."
The 400 Freestyle Relay team
finished eighth with a time of
3:36.27 and the 800 relay finished
in 7:46.48 to break the previous
school mark by more than nine
seconds.

Three
Days
t9
810
$11

Four
Days
Ill
$12
$13
$14

Please check
one classification:
._Ei,ent,
_Anna/vein,
_Lost and Fon .1.
_Volunteers*
_For Sale*
Enlertairrient
_Autos For Sale
Travel
__Cos/peters Et
Tutoring*
_Waded’.
_Einpiornpnt
__Wad Prece’mnimni
_Onnuxiiindws
_Scholarstins

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH 209. between 10am and 2pm Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

A_

COCHRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
Association of Resunie Writers.
Reasonable Rates.
(408) 356-6782.
CRIME PREVENTION NFORMATION
1-900422 -COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle securrty
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70- min. (9ein max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill. CA.
Bus. Ph.* 408-6835723.

924-3282

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chenucals. Let us perm&
nently remove your mewled hair.
Back - Chest Lip Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receve 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6.3156.
Hair Today Gone TOMMY*. 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(408)379-3500.

TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call 1193 Unooln, San Jose, 9939093.
Tarnani Dents 415267-7267.
Morn-Sat/ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
All Students Receive 2(** Discount.

SCHOLARSHIPS
$1.000 STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP9
$1,000 scholarships arid various
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
eiglality. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fat 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Starting salaries from $3Ck*.
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
Mar.oncles, Pack*ung Program
Coordinator at 408/924-3210,
IS 207 or CCB 200.
FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Apply for your share in riiillrons of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676.
COLTIEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
.. We can help. Prrvate monev.
No pay back. For it.,
8607.
510-632-0835 or 51i :

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
3355 Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Can ipus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
sense SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for NonGood Orsers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Stuclent"Family Multi-car
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO VillUreATIONAI
so open Saturdays 9..2.
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SPORTS EXTRA

Monday, February 26, 1996

San Jose Stale Unlveridty

This week’s
top 20 teams

Spartans bounce back from loss
Sparta. Dads MAI Report

Despite the embarrassing 84-55
loss to Cal State Fullerton (3-11 )
Fridm. the SJSU women’s basketball team won over the sixth
ranked UC Irvine 61-57 Sunday.
"We (felt) like garbage," SJSU
«mch Karen Smith said of
Friday’s defeat.
Smith said that on Saturday the
team had a practice session in
which the team took on a ’that’s
enough! attitude.
The Spartans’ Kari Steele said,
"We were more focused. We didn’t have :mything to lose."
It appeared to pay off as Steele
drilled five key points in the last
minutes to carry the Spartans past
the Anteaters on Sunday.
This win could move the
Spartans into seventh in the conference and Smith said the team
will vie for sixth.
61, UC Wino 57
The top six teams in the Big EAU
PG-A
FTA Rib A To PP Urn W
§JSU
West Conference head to the Dennis
0-0 2 0 1
0
7 0
0-1
37 11
4-9
14 2 3 2 I
Johnson
playoffs.
13
4
1-4
2,2
0
0
1
0
Hum
The outcome of the game
24
DI
2 4 6 2 30 6
Gantries
couldn’t be guessed with the Steete
34 16
6-7 4 4 2 2
5-9
0.0 7 3 4 2
34 13
neck-and-neck scoring through- Page
6-13
7 0
0-0
DO 0 0 1 0
Meet
out the game.
0.7
04) 0 0 3 0
8 0
The Spartans were ahead by Tuner
25 9
4-13
1-2 12 3 2 1
Spalding
only one point at the end of the Irving
5 0
60 0 0 2 2
0-0
10.15 30 17 24 13 200 61
22-54
first half with 23 points and there Totals
were five ties in the game.
PTA Rib A To PP Min TP
UCI
FG-A
The score was tied early and Osequera 2-10
34 10
64 6 0 2 3
1
13 1
04 3 1
1
2-2
only once in the first five minutes Chen
2
33
20
7.12
67
6
1
4
Basheer
of the first half. The Spartans had
23
3-4 5 4 11 2 37 7
Hatcher
a five point lead at one time over Payton
2 2 20 2
13
DO 3 1
1-4
DO 1
1
3 0 25 2
the Anteaters in the half
Roberson
3 0
0.0 0 2 0 0
0-0
But the Anteater’s came back Jung
0-0 2 3 5 3 32 12
6.10
in the second half and caught up Warren
3 0
0-0 0 0 0 0
Bateman
0-0
to the Spartans to tie the game Total
1617 30 16 n 13 200 57
2041
35 57
22
four minutes into the second half UC Irvine
23
38 61
San Jose Stet*
at 26-26.
FG%- SJSU 407. UCI 455 FT% - SJSU 667, UCI 6823The Spartans caught on to the p1. goals - SJSU 7-14. 500 (Page 1-3 Johnsorrr.
Anteaters’ increased inititative cantwav 2.3 Steele 2-4) UCI 2.5 400tWarren 2-41
0, UC1 1 (Osequera) Steele - SJSU
and compensated with greater Blocked shots - SJSUSoaking.
Cantway 3. Steele 4). UCI 7
14(Page 2 Johnson 1
initiative to keep its score ahead (Osequera 2, Basheer 3, Roberson) Attendance - 206
by about four points.
San
Jose
Event Center,
FT-Affrw %cos mops
In the second half the teams key FG-A.4ietil Gools.Mwwig
ToOkirnown PC.Perwevi lot. Wiri./Anaw
would see the score tied three Maui Path
more times, the most crucial with

SJSU guard Sarah Cantway dribbles the ball past University of California at Irvine’s Sabrina
Robinson in the second half on Sunday at the Event Center.

15 points and made five steals.
Lone Beach State 105, S.ISU 86
’They couldn’t get anything off it.
SJSU
PG-A
FT-A Reb A To PP Urn TP
0 4
32 23
64
10-16 7
The LBSU trap was so effective, Al*n
1-2
04 0
2 1
19 2
Greene
it forced the SJSU to make 20
54 4
1
3
36 19
Hammonds 7-10
turnovers, 14 from steals.
21 13
Saint-Jean
2-6
9-10 5
3 5
"As far as the zone trap, that was Addison
2-5
60 3
I1.1 2
27 5
0 a
10
3-4
2-3 1
the deciding factor in the game," Bacon
3
610 4
1
34 12
Williams
39
Morrison said.
Taylor
0-0 1
0 1
9 0
04
Forward Sam Allen led SJSU in Canybee-Hall 0-4
04 1
4 2
10
62 1
1
2-2
2
2
scoring with 23 points, tying his Kavanagh
26-51
32-49 30 1 20 24 200
career high. Guard Marmet Total
Williams tied his career high for LBSU
PG-A
FT-A Rob
To PP Mtn PP
2-8
610 4
1
3
30 10
the third game in the row at 12 Hawkins
2 2
14 13
Brawl
5-6
2-3
2
points. Center Roy Hammonds
Banner
5 0
61
0-0 1
0 2
contributed 19 points and forward Salahudin 64
2-3 3
1 2
30 15
Olivier Saint-Jean had 13 points.
2 1
8 4
1-2
1.2 3
Davis
1 4
24 14
7-10
0-02
Despite the wide margin of loss, Jackson
1-2 3
1
4
18 7
Johnson
35
Morrison said the team shot well.
0 1
1
1
0-0
1-2 1
Buuavo
"We went to the free throw line Catania
1-2 1
0 4
11
3
1-2
2-4
5-5 2
2 3
10 9
49 times and shot 51 percent of Taus
2 7
2-2
34 1
0 1
Sabold
our field goals," he said. "You Cotton
1
3
33 20
8-11
1-1 0
couldn’t ask for more."
4 1
14 2
Yenlieleetti
VI
04 4
3640 23-34 30 20 16 31 266 106
According to Morrison, the loss Total
47 SI MS
has not taken the team out of U3SU
33 53
16
San Jou Mato
competition for the sixth place PGA- SJSU 510, LBSU 633 Fl% - SJSU 653 LBSU 676
spot in Big West conference play- 3-pt goals - SJSU 2-11. 1132(ASen 1.1, Addison 1.3) LBSU
offs, but every game continues to 631 515 (Brown 1-2, Salahuddin 1-2. Davis 1-2, Cotton 3-4)
be crucial for them.
"We’re still on the bubble and
we need to take care of ourselves,"
he said.

By Shane Lewis
Pumped up by a four game winning streak, the SJSU basketball
team went to Long Beach looking
for another win, but were instead
deflated and left flat by LBSU
Saturday by a score of 105-86.
"San Jose State won four games
in a row," said 49ers guard Rasul
Salahuddin, who said his team was
ready for the Spartans. "We wanted to go out and give them problems and run a good offense."
Long Beach’s offensive scoring
was at it best this season with the
team shooting at 63 percent. Five
team members scored in double
digits with James Cotton leading
with 20 points. By the end of the
first half’. LBSU was ahead of SJSU
by 14 points with a score of 47-33.
"This is the best game offensively we’ve had in six years," said Seth
Greenberg, 49ers coach.
SJSU led the game for the first
four minutes, but was soon overcome by Long Beach’s offense and
defense.
"’IS:gnat’s the name of our
trap," said Salahuddin, who scored

contacts
$39 11+1.
W)
$59 glasses
( elected styles)

CG.2624.2,0
/OBS
$15

eye exams available
call for details and
make your appt at

FOR A Is Rkt;11 RI’ 01,

Eastridge Mall
408-238-8160

P.O.

(bring in this ad before 2-29-96)

2511

TOP COLORADO COMPANIES
Iacid re,oancl pligionrir in, lulled)
Send cheek or money I krdve
Oct loolt (Mora&

JCPenney’s Optical

BOIL

17063 Boulder,

CO.

JOBS

AVAILABLE
positions available for...

The Associated Students Program Board has

Promotion / Publicit Director

Executive Director

Promote, market, and publicize exciting

A.S.P.B. Chair

A.S.P.B events

Special

Concerts Director

Forums Director

Visual Arts
Organize the Annual SJSU Visual Artists
Film and Video Festival

Bring speakers and organize panel
discussions

Multicultural/ Performing Arts
Bring multicultural / performing arts

Office assistant / staff

events,

dance, and theater
Applications are due by the end of February
in the A.S. office at the top floor of the Student
Union Building.

The A.S P.B. is responsible for
the presentation of cultural, educational
artistic and entertainment programs and
events for the SJSU campus and community.

For more information call

AS’

924-6240 or 924-6260

FREE MOUSEPAD!
Bring canned food
to 1BSAC (BC 109) or
the computer lab
315)

/41111114.11065

v $75.00
Room + Tax

Feb. 26 - supplies last
canned food will be don

homeless
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One or two persons
. Large It -Rootn Jacuzzi .
. VCR.
. Free I hit Breakfast .

1417

Arena Hotel
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Events

Homecoming, International Food Bazaar

Bring contemporary concerts

member :Boulder Chamber of Commerce
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IOW the top 25 ll’AIIIS In The
Associated Press’ college basketball pU fared this week:
I. Massachusetts (26-1) beat
Rhode Island 74-69; lost to
George Washington 86-76.
2. Kentucky (24-1) beat
Alabama 84-65; beat Florida 9463.
S. Connecticut (25-2) lost to
No. 11 Georgetown 77-65; beat
No. 4 Villanova 70-59.
4. Vdlanova (23-4) lost to No. 3
Connecticut 7(5-59.
5. Kansas (23-2) beat Nebraska
81-71; beat Kansas State 77-66.
6. Cincinnati (21-3) beat Saint
Louis 69-64; lost to No. 21
Louisville 72-66; beat Tulane 6563.
7. Purdue (23-4) beat Illinois
74-71; beat Indiana 74-72.
8. Utah (22-5) lost to Fresno
State 71-68; beat Air Force 74-50.
9. Texas Tech (24-1) beat
Southern Methodist 75-54; beat
Texas 75-68.
10. Wake Forest (18-5) beat
Clemson 68-48; lost to Virginia
6749.
11. Georgetown (23-5) beat
No. 3 Connecticut 77-65; beat
No. 20 Boston College 67-64.
12. Virginia Tech (20-4) beat
La Salle 61-56; lost to Temple 5741.
beat
(21-5)
13. Arizona
Oregon 81-63; beat Oregon State
84-60.
14. Penn State (194) beat
Michigan 67-57.
IS. Syracuse (20-7) lost to
Scion Hall 80-79; beat Pittsburgh
77-60.
beat
(19-7)
UCLA
16.
Southern California 61-59; lost to
Duke 85-66.
17. North Carolina (19-8) beat
VMI 99-76; lost to Florida State
84-80.
18. Iowa (19-7) beat Michigan
State 83-47; lost to Illinois 91-86.
19. Memphis (20-5) beat
Southern Mississippi 91-66; beat
Tennessee-Chattanooga 63-55;
beat No. 21 Louisville 57-54.
20, Boston College (16-8) lost
to West Virginia 1(18-89; lost to
No. 11 Georgetown 67-64.

Piton) By CHRIS SIMESCC - SPARTAN DANN

Spartans break streak
Spartan Deily WAIT Writer

Asiewimed Prow

4:30 left to go at 51-51.
The Anteaters’ high scorer
outscored
Basheer
Allah-mi
everyone with 20 points in the 33
minutes she played.
The Spartan’s Kari Steele
acquired 18 points in the 34 mm Ines. while Kylie Page scored 13
points also M 34 minutes.
Natasha Johnson played the
longest for the Spartans with 37
minutes and scored 11 points.
Princess
Anteaters’
The
Hatcher played the longest for
her team scoring only seven
points.
The Spartans stayed ahead by
three points in the end and won
the game 61-57 as Steele calmly
sank two free throws.
The women’s basketball team
has two more conference games
both of which are away. The next
will be against New Mexico State
Feb. 29 and the last at Universtiy
of Nevada, Las Vegas on Mardi 2.

Women’s basketball
team wins in last seconds

SPARTAN DAILY

* MoUsepads

will be limited one per contributor

